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CHAPTER. 1

lNTaoDUCTION
Society today is characterized by rapid social change.

This character•

istic is not confined to isolated sectors of society, but rather pervades all
areas so that to live is to be confronted with change.

Even though individuals

and institutions cannot escape this confrontation, response to the situation is
varied.

Response ranges from complete rejection to complete acceptance of

change.

The various responses are influenced by the situation calling for

change as well as by the type of individual or institution confronting the
situation.

Much research has been done on the types of individuals, institu-

tions, and situations which produce various responses to change.

This study

concerns individuals within the religious institution of society and their
varied responses to change in religious communities, the church, and the
secular world.
Change in the Religious Institution
Formerly, the religious institution was the one sector of society which
escaped the repercussions of social change.

Its concern with the transcen-

dental somehow managed to "preserve" this institution.

Religion was like an

unchangeable rock of security in a society of turmoil.

The events of the past

ten years, however, have altered this view of the religious institution.
Because of the rapidity of change in the secular realm, the sacred has re·
evaluated its position with respect to the secular.
1

This re-evaluation has a

2

theological basis and is evidenced in visible sociological phenomena such as
changing behavior patterns and structural organization. 1
Religious institutions have emphasized the two-fold command to love God
and one's neighbor in an unbalanced manner.
to and distinct from that of neighbor.

The love of God was placed prior

As the world has literally come closer

together, the awareness of one's neighbor and his needs has increased.

To love

God in the secluded atmosphere of a church building no longer seems enough for
those who would have religion in their lives.

Theologically, it never was

enough, but external social conditions prevented the inadequate interpretation
from being completely recognized.

This need to "put into

~

of love of

neighbor what the words of the cou.aandments urge" typifies the changing relationship between the secular and sacred realms of society. 2
Narrowing this consideration of the religious institution to the Roman
Catholic Church shows how the shift in theological emphasis brought with it
visible changes in individual behavior patterns and institutional structure.
Response to the change in emphasis was varied, with two polar attitudes
developing.
The Second Vatican Council which began in October, 1962, and ended in
December, 1965, was the Catholic Church's response to the rapidly changing
secular society.

Called by Pope John XXIII uto proclaim the truth, bring

Christians closer to the faith, and contribute at the same time to peace and

1Harvey Cox, The Secular City (New York: Macmillan Co., 1965).
especially the chapter entitled "Toward a Theology of Social Change,"
pp. 105-24.

See

2oorothy Donnelly, "Change and the Unchangeable, 11 Cross and Crown, XIX
(September, 1967), 270.

3

prosperity on earth," the Council concerned itself with the Church's internal
reform and the renewal of its pastoral mission to the world. 3
8

Reform implied

"reshaping, a restructuring, not that a new structure should be built up, but

that the intended structure of the Church should appear more clearly. 114
Emphasis on the Church's pastoral mission to the world likewise implied a recum to the original Christian message of the Gospel.

Despite the fact that

these basic issues at first sight did not appear to imply great change, it
became more evident, as their practical implementation was discussed, that to
reform and renew would require changes to which many of the leaders of the
Church were opposed.
What the council did was to bring to the surface discontent that had
been existing in the Church for several years.

It made more visible two orien-

cations toward change that existed within the Church.

At the Council these

positions were frequently labeled liberal vs. conservative, or progressive vs.
traditionalist.

Michael Novak, in distinguishing between the open and closed

Church, views the two positions as reflections of a fundamental difference in
theology which manifest itself in differing attitudes of mind:
The theology which has been entrenched for the last four hundred
years, then, might fairly be described as "non-historical" or even
"anti-historical." It favors speculation which is not called to the
bar of historical fact, past or present; moreover, it often seems to
fear principles which would make it face such a bar. It sometimes
discourages speculation altogether, and confines itself to making
commentaries on a theoretical structure once built up, in the late
Middle Ages, in the past. It would be fair to name this theology
"anti-historical" orthodoxy, but a more neutral designation is simply
3Gary MacEoin, What Haeeened at Rome1 (New York:
Winston, 1966), p. 9.
4George Tavard, The Church Tomorrow
1965)' p. 56.

(New York:

Holt, Rinehart, and
Herder and Herder,

4

"non-historical." For it defe~ds an orthodoxy suspended, as it were,
outside of history, in midair.
Novak describes non-historical orthodoxy as insistent upon the view that
truth is unchanging, and concerned with the "world of principles, ideals,
theories, platitudes, perfections."
lectual duality:
tice."

This type of orthodoxy encourages intel•

"one bas to think twice, once for theory and once for prac-

Furthermore, the world of theory, logic, order, and perfection is

aligned with the supernatural; the natural is aligned with the world of history, individuality, difference, change. 6

The characteristics of non-historical

orthodoxy most fundamental in the Council were that it tolerated no equals and
was jealous of its own authority.

For this reason, the Council was character-

ized by a profound theological conflict:
The issue is not exactly one of Curia versus the world, or Latin
bishops versus Northern bishops, or traditionalists versus innovators;
though cultural and temperamental factors have played their part in
the great theological differences. The fundamental struggle at the
Second Vatican Council is between non-historical orthodoxy and other
theologies. These latter theologies claim, each in its way, to throw
a new light on the meaning of the Word given the Church. None is,
or pretends to be, exclusive of other theologies. None denies the
good services provided the Church by non-historical orthodoxy. But
each demands of non-historical orthodoxy the right to exist; and it
is precisely that right which non-historical orthodoxy, in fact and
perhaps in theory, is conat.antly threatening.7
The emphasis on this type of orthodoxy in the past accounts for the
hierarchical coaaand-obedience relationships in the internal Church structure,
the failure to assume responsible action to overcome social ills, the emphasis
5Michael Novak, The Qpen Church (New York:
6Ibid., pp. 67-68.
7tbid.' p. 66.

Macmillan Co., 1962), p. 56.

5

on dependency in religious training, and the lack of encouragement given
catholic intellectuals. 8

The minority position in the Council which was

opposed to these conditions in the Church was able to exert influence in the
sessions.
council:

9

This accounts for the tone of the major proclamations from the
an emphasis on the freedom and dignity of the individual human per-

•

son, collegiality and shared responsibility, tolerance, concern for human right.&
and justice, a recognition that "the course of society was irreversible and
that the duty of the Church was to adjust, not to resist. 1110
To promulgate the above principles in writing was an accomplishment.
To implement them in the existential order is still an uncompleted task.
Bishops, clergy, and laity resist change on the practical level, even though
they may agree in principle with the statements of the Council.

The division

evident in the Council has become more evident on the "grass roots" level,
especially among American Catholics. 11
Change in

l~ligious

Com:uunities

The extreme positions regarding change in the Church and all the moderate positions between them can be observed within a microcosm of the American
Catholic Church.

Religious coi:nunities of women in the United States number

8 sister Marie Augusta Neal, Values and Interests in Social Change
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1965), pp. 36-37.
9 Leonard SWidler, "Freedom and the Catholic Church," Theology Today,

XX1 (October, 1964), 338-39.
lOMacEoin, What Happened at Rome?, p. 186.
llThomas T. McAvoy, "AIDerican Catholicism and the Aggiornal.1\ento, 11
Review of Politics, XXX (July, 1968), 288-90.

6

S49, and have a total population of 167,167. 12

Theologically, religious

coDPunities are to be an epitome of the Church, "representing on a small and
intensified scale what the Church is on a large and dispersed scale. 11 13

By no

means does this imply that, sociologically speaking, a religious community is
a representative sample of American Catholics.

On the contrary, many groups

have an over-representation of certain ethnic or socio-economic groups; all
groups socialize their members in an isolated type of training; members are
formally dedicated to God, do not marry, and do not earn salaries comparable
to their lay peers in the same professions. 14

Nevertheless, a religious

coimnunity today, like the Church, contains individuals with varying positions
regarding change.
Religious communities were once classified as total institutions. 1 5

It

would have been difficult to observe differences in attitudes toward change at
this time.

Because of the changes within religious COlJlllunities, they can no

longer be classified at "total."

However, the fact that they once were ''total"

has affected the members, and this is evident in sisters' attitudes toward
change as this study will show.
Change in American reliQious coumunities of women began before Vatican
12These statistics are from the Official Catholic Directory, 1969, as
quoted in The National Catholic Reporter, July 16, 1969, p. 1.
13 sister Judith Tate, Siste~s for the World (New York:
Herder, 1966), p. 10.

Herder and

14Josaph Fichter, l«lligion as an Occupation (Notre Dame, Indiana:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961), pp. 120-21.
15 Erving Goffman, Asylums (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co.,
Inc., 1961). See especially his chapter, "On the Characteristics of Total
Institutions, 11 pp. 1-124.

7

11 .

During the 1950's,

Pop~

Pius XII in various speeches and letters indicated

that sisters were to be an integral part of the Church and should make efforts
to be meaningful to those they served in their works of mercy.

In 1962, just

as the council was beginning, Cardinal Suenens from Belgium wrote The Nun in
£.!!e world.

This small book had an e.ff ec t on religious coumuni ties throughout

the world.

It described the world in which sisters today are located:

a

changing world, a world geographically "shrinking," a world on the move, a
world of new values and ambiguity.16

The thesis of the book, "the more a

religious has the qualities of her times, the better will she realize her
vocation, 11 places the sister in the midst of the complex and changing world and
assigns to her a more intense apostolic role than in the past.

Even though

it was dismissed by some American sisters as applying only to European coununities, the book nevertheless was influential in initiating change.
The Second Vatican Council issued the

11

Decree on the Appropriate

Renewal of the Religious Life," which set forth principles of change for religious communities. 17

It did not list specific ways in which these principles

were to be implemented, but
do this.

~xpected

the individual religious communities to

The changes involved a new mentality, laying aside a non-historical

theological orientation and accepting a viewpoint that saw change as positive:
The three principles of change -- that renewal be based on the
Gospel, on valid traditions, and on the Church's presence in the
world -- point up the three major problem areas of religious communities. As rules, or customs, have multiplied and solidified, they
have somewhat blurred the very simple Gospel basis. They have also

16Leon Joseph Cardinal Suenens, The Nun in the World (Wesminster,
Maryland: The Newman Press, 1963), pp. 1-7.
17walter M. Abbot, ed., The Documents of Vatican II (New York:
Press, 1966), pp. 466-82.

America

become entangled with f'l!lldamentals so that essentials threaten to· be
submerged, as accidentals assUDle more and more importance. Finally,
the stabilization of complex sets of rules sometimes binds sisters
in such a way that they cannot serve the world as the world today
needs serving.
Despite these very real problems, the various religious institu•
tions hold in themselves the solutions; for the fact is, present
religious groups are based on Gospel principles, they do have rich
tr.-1.<litions, and they do purpose to serve the world. Therefore,
renewal is not tantamount to invention; sisters do not have to spin
an entirely new way of life out of imagination. The stuff for
renewal and adaptation is there, in the essentials already possessed.
changa is demanded only insofar as these essentials need be clari·
fied, reinstated, and lived more fully. And a type of urgency reigns
in the demand. This points up the problem of change. 8
Change is a problem not only for the religious community itself, but
for those people whom its members serve.

A

"sister•image 11 has been built up

through the past centuries which does not include change and relevancy as
components:
We have tended in the past to locate sisters out of time. They
somehow had achieved eternity on earth. The corollary of this mis•
location has been to make both sisters and those who observe them
assume that everything about their lives is changeless. Clothes
are changeless, rules are changeless, ways of thinking are changeless,
the ways in which cODlllunities are governed are changeless. The list
could go on and on. The point is that sisters do not live in eternity but in time. The sister of the eighteenth century necessarily
differs from the sister of the twentieth century, and this to the
same extent that any person of two centuries ago differs from a
modern man .19

Changes have been made; some are visible, others more iIUperceptible.
The various cOIDlllunities have changed at different rates.

"Religious conmuni·

ties at this moment are strikingly ranged along a continuum of resistance and
18Tate, Sisters for the World, pp. 30-31.
19sister M. Charles Borromeo Muckenhirn, ed., The Changilli Sister
(Notre Dame, Indiana: Fides Publishers, Inc., 1965), pp. 3-4.

9

response. to the t:urrent need~ of the Church," writes one sister-sociologist. 20
The positions of individuals and communities on the continuum is a function of
a complex set of reasons:

ethnic and socio-economic background of the members

and of the populations the members serve, type of authority structure within
the con::·.iuni ty, personality variables.
This, then, is the situation today:

167,167 sisters living within 549

religious conmunities in the United States, each community having a different
"official'' position regarding change, and each sister responding differently
as an individual to change.

The situation in which a religious functionary is

located today is complex. 21

Much has been written about the kind of religious

person who can be meaningful for contemporary society. 22
of this study to speculate further on these problems.

It is not the purpose

Rather, controlling for

coumunity differences by sampling, from one group, this study will investigate
two subgroups within a community:
and Lh.e other negatively oriented.

one group positively oriented toward change
~.'hile

the two groups will be identified on

the basis of visible reactions toward change-producing situations, the study
¥:ill attempt to establish

wh~ther

differences in the two groups are reflections

of a basic difference in systeQs of meaning.

The study will attempt to answer

20sister Marie Augusta Neal, ''Sociology and COlllllUnity Change," in The
Changing Sister, ed. by Sister M. Charles Borromeo Muckenhirn, p. 44. Alsosee
Neal, "Religious Communities in a Changing World," in The New Nuns, ed. by
Sister M. Charles Borromeo Muckenhirn (New York: New American Library, 1967),
pp. 142-152, for conditions in modern society which require changes in the
structure of religious coumunities.
21Fichter, Religion as an Occupation, pp. 138-61.
22George B. Murray, "The Secular Religious," ~view for Religious, XXVI
(November, 1967), 1047-55. This article classifies religious sisters today as
eschatological, modem personalist, and moden1 secular.

10
questions such as these:

At~

there factors in the background and present situ-

ation of a sister which are related to her change-orientation?
attitude toward change serve a function in a sister's life?

Does her

ls the change-

orientation evident in DlOre than the religious sphere of a sister's life?
After

~

review of previous research and theory applicable to the study, these

questions will serve as the basis for the working hypotheses.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
General Personality Theory
Because this study deals primarily with a personality characteristic,
attitude toward change, the background theory and research is primarily from
the area of social psychology.

It is impossible to consider personality in

isolation from the context in which it functions, especially if that context
is as well-defined as the organization of a religious community.

Therefore,

some attention will be given to the influence of the institution and reference
groups on the individual personality.
The perennial question for social scientists concerning the individual's
relationship to society includes within its bounds this specific inquiry:

How

much is the formation of an individual's personality traits influenced by what
is "outside" of him--institutions, groups, other individuals?

Both sociolo-

gists and psychologists today have come to a recognition of the fact that the
individual must be considered as placed in and influenced by a specific social
situation.

The interplay between what might be called man's psycho-biological

situation and his social self is referred to by some social psychologists as
his "character structure":
Character structure, in our vocabulary, is the most inclusive term
for the individual as a whole entity. It refers to the relatively
stabilized integration of the organism's psychic structure linked with
the social roles of the person. On the one hand, a character structure

11

12
is anchored in the organism and its specialized organs through the
psychic structure; on the other hand, it is fonned by the particular
combination of social roles which the person has incorporated from
out of the total roles available to him in his society. The uniqueness of a certain individual, or of a type of individual, can only
be grasped by proper attention to thy organization of these component
elements of the character structure.
Personality, then, is an organized whole, not a set of unrelated components.

Smith, Bruner, and White explain the relationship of the various

personality components:
Personality is an organized whole rather than an unrelated congeries
of tendencies. The various aspects of personality are mutually interdependent and mutually adapted. Since not all behavior tendencies are
of equal potency, we may expect to find a hierarchical organization
in which some take precedence over others. Thus, a change in a basic
need may bring about a change in a series of related, dependent
attitudes. A change in one dominant attitude may change various others
which are subservient to it.2
Attitudes
Attitudes are a major element in personality structure.
of this term are many and varied.
levels ·to an object.

The definitions

However, all involve responding on several

Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey define an attitude as

an enduring system of three components centering on an object.

The components

are the cognitive, feeling, and action tendency components; and involve,
respectively, beliefs about the object, the affect connected with the object,
and the disposition to take action with respect to the object. 3

Likewise,

Smith, Bruner, and White point out these various levels of reaction in their

York:

laans Gerth and c. Wright Mills, Character and Social Structure (New
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1953), p. 22.

2if. Brewster Smith, Jerome Bruner, and Robert White, Opinions and
Personalitl (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1964), pp. 32-33.
So~i~tv

loavid Krech, Richard Grutchfield, and,~gerton Ballachey, Individual in
<New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co •• 19621, p. 146.

13

definition of an attitude as "a predisposition to experience, to be motivated

4
by, and to act toward, a clas, of objects in a predictable manner."
Attit11des can be approached from several perspectives.
this study are two approaches:

Significant for

the formation and changing of attitudes, and

the function of attitudes in the total personality structure of an individual.
Even though much research has been done in these areas, there is still not one
body of unified theory upon which to rely.

It is not clear just exactly how

much the acquiring, changing and integrating of attitudes is due to an "innate
or constitutional endowment" and how much "can be referred to the distinctive
pattern of adjustment achieved by the person in coping with the world."5
Attitudes are not isolated from each other but rather form "clusters"
with varying degrees of cohesiveness.

Relationships and experiences during

early childhood influence the formation of these basic clusters, and an individual brings this basic set with him as he moves into new relationships.

The

group affiliations of an individual play an important role in the formation of
his attitudes.

Groups include those he belongs to as well as those he aspires

to belong to.

However, an individual does not passively absorb the prevailing

attitudes present in the groups he contacts.

He chooses those whi1.h "fit in"

best with his present personality structure, and they are usually the ones
which are most satisfying to his needs. 6

4smith, Bruner, and White, Qpinions and Personality, p. 33.
5 Ibid., pp. 37-38.
6Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, Individual in Societi. This book
contains an excellent treatment of attitude theory, supplemented by descriptions of attitude research.

14
Once attitudes are formed, they differ in the ease with which .they can
be changed.

Modifiability of attitudes is dependent upon the characteristics

of the pre-existing attitude, the personality of the individual, and his group

affiliations.

Pre-existing attitudes may be strongly inter-connected or uaay

be meeting the needs of the individual to a high degree, thus making change
harder, unless the change is shown to fit into the present attitude set or
equally serve the individual's needs.

Personality traits such as a "general

trait of persuasil>Uity" will contribute to ease of modification.

On the other

hand, some individuals seem to possess ''characteristically resistant" personality traits which make change of attitude more difficult.

Group affiliations

of the individual contribute to the modifiability of attitudes in that attitudes which have strong social support are difficult to change.

In order to

maintain status in a group in which he values membership, a person will cling
to the group-endorsed attitudes.

Conversely, the attitudes he holds which are

!12.!: group•supported will have a higher degree of modifiability. 7 An individual
may have more than one reference group.

This further complicates the analysis

of factors affecting attitude formation and attitude change.

Closely related to the formation and changing of attitudes is the
function they serve in the individual's personality structure.

Smith, Bruner,

and White summarize these functions as object appraisal, social adjustment,
and externalization:
Object appraisal: the holding of an attitude provides a ready aid in
"sizing up" objects and events in the enviromnent: from the point of
view of one's major interests and going concerns.
7 Ibid. , p. 225.

•. s
social adjustments: opinions facilitate, disrupt, or simply maini:.ain
an individual's relations with other individuals.
Externalization: occurs when an individual, often responding unconsciously, senses an analogy between a percived enviroruuental event
and some unresolved inner problem. He adopts an attitude toward the
event in question which is a transformed version of his way of dealing
with his inner difficulty. By doing so> he may succeed in reduc9ns
some of the anxiety which his own difficulty has been producing.
The degree to TNhich each of these functions is operative in the individual's personality structure varies for each attitude and is highly dependent
upon the specific situation within whic.h he is located or to which he is
responding.

More specifically, functioning within a h:tghly organized,

bureaucr.stic structure will often alter the functions which individuals attach
to attitudes, especially the social adjustment function.

Hammond and Mitchell

have indicated the dilemma which organizations have in balancing the commitments (attitudes) of members to the purposes and structure of the organization.9
Since t 1·,e religious community is the dominant reference e,roup for a sister,
this consideration is significant.

Somehow, if she is to remain a member of

the community, her basic attitudes must be congruent with those expressed as
the "policy attitudes'' of the organization.

Fichter notes that this organiza-

tional influence is an all-pervasive one:
This is the point at which people who are affiliated in an apostolic
religious group are involved in a unique social structure. The main
problem of organized social relations among them is that they are
attempting to enact in the same group three social roles that people
in modern society ordinarily enact in three separate groups. Roughly
speaking, we may say that they are playing the family role, the
8 smith, Bruner, and White, Opinions and Personality, pp. 41-43.
9 P.E. Hammond and R.E. Mitchell, "Segmentation of Radicalism: the Case
of the Protestant Campus Minister," American Joumal of Sociology, LXXI
(September> 1965), 133.
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religious role, aud the professional role with the same people in the
L:roup •
A family man has a domestic role at home with one set of persons,
H religious role in the parish with another group, and has an occupation in which he relates to still other people. There may be a
bureaucracy in his business, and another in his Church, but they do
not coincide. A member of a diocese or a religious order, the religious functionary is under a bureaucracy that in some way Dtanages all
three phases of his life. It provides regulations of behavior touching
upon his domestic, religious, and professional roles and gives him
trair.ing for the perforIXtance of all three roles. In a simple agrarian
system, or in an ancient monastery, this may have been a satisfactory
arrangement. In the complex and dynamic society of modern Af5rica,
it poses many problems of inconsistency and dissatisfaction.
:.;a.'nC

This strong relationship to an organization must be taken into consideration when analyzing any attitude-orientation among sisters.

The basic

relationship between personality and society and the dynamics of attitude
formation, change, and function described above are operative within this
organizational context.
The general theoretical considerations discussed above are necessary
background for this study, but must be narrowed in perspective to attitudes
regarding change.

Specific research in this area is described below.
Specific Research

The studies described here are related to each other in that they deal
"·1th :3imilar polar positions.

The first four (open vs. closed mind, tolerance

vs. authoritarianism, change vs. non-change, and innovator vs. confora&ist)
might be more properly classified as abstract and comprehensive definitions

of the poles, while the last three (cosmopolitan vs. local, liberal-radical
lOFichter, Religious as ar. Occupation, pp. 232-33.
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vs. conservative, and theological liberalism vs. theological orthodoxy) concern
more specific attitudes or behavior •
.Qpen Mind vs. Closed Mind
Milton R.okeach's research which gave rise to the terms "open mind" and
"closed mind" dealt with the individual's belief system and its effects on
different spheres of activity-·ideological, conceptual, perceptual, and
esthetic.

11

The research dealt with the structure of the belief system rather

than its specific content:

"The relative openness or closedness of a mind

cuts across specific content; that is, it is not uniquely restricted to any
one particular ideology, or religion, or philosophy, or scientific viewpoint.'l2
What Rokeach was investigating was the possible unity between belief
and thought, between what a person believes and how this affects actions and
thought processes that have nothing to do with his ideology.

He

made no

strict dichotomy between the open and closed mind, but rather visualized the
two concepts as poles of a continuum.

Furthermore, he made no value judgment

designating one pole as positive and the other as negative.
The belief system of an individual was defined more broadly than a
simple ideology.

It represented "all the beliefs, sets, expectancies, or

hypotheses, conscious and unconscious, that a person at a given time accepts
as true of the world he lives in."

The disbelief system was viewed as a

series of related subsyst8111S containing "all the disbeliefs. sets,
llMilton Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind (New York:
1960), p. 288.
12 Ib1d., p. 6.

Basic Books,
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expectancies, conscious or unconscious, that, to one degree or another a
13
person at a given time re. . Jects as false."

With these basic definitions of the belief and disbelief systems in
mind, ROkeach showed how within each system there was differentiation and
isolation of beliefs, how the number and range of disbelief subsystems affected
the comprehensiveness or narrowness of the system, how the system contained
central, intermediate, and peripheral regions of belief, and finally how it
was organized along a time-perspective dimension.
Through the administration of dogmatism and opinionation scales,
.Rokeach coaapiled a list of qualities which characterized the open system and
the closed system.

It is more difficult to explicitly define each system than

it is to describe the organization and manifestations of each.
Rokeach claimed from his research that whether or not a belief system
is open or closed depends on "the extent to which the person can receive,

evaluate, and act on relevant information received from the outside on its
own intrinsic merits, unencumbered by irrelevant factors in the situation
arising from within the person or from the outside. 1114 Expanding on this
fundamental difference, Rokeach described the open and closed system with
respect to their organization along the belief-disbelief continuum, along the
central-peripheral dimension, and along the time-perspective dimension.
With respect to the organization of the open and closed systems regarding beliefs and disbeliefs, the open system is characterized by a low degree
13 Ibid., p. 33.

14Ibi.d., p. 57.
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of rejection of disbelief subsyst®ms, and much communication between parts of
the belief and disbelief systems.

On

the other hand, the closed system tends

to have a high degree of rejection of disbelief

s~bsystems

and much isolation

of parts within and between belief and disbelief systems.
The content of the central, intermediate, and peripheral dimensions
differs for the open and closed systems.
beliefs:

The open system contains these

the world is a friendly one; authority is not absolute, and people

are not to be evaluated according to their agreement or disagreement with such
authority; and there is coanunication among the substructures of beliefs and
disbeliefs emanc.ting from authority.
In regard to the time-perspective dimension, the open system has a
relatively broad perspective, representing the past, present, and future.
perspective of the closed system is narrow and future-oriented.

The

This future

orientation often serves as a defense against the anxiety of the present.15
This future orientation is not the only defense mechanism of the closed
Rokeach suggests that, in the extrelJle, the closed system "is nothing

system.

more than the total network of psychoanalytic defense mechanism organized
together to form a cognitive system and designed to shield a vulnerable mind. 1 JE
Therefore, even though Rokeach begins with a rather objective consideration of
the structure of belief-disbelief systems, he concludes that they serve motives
which link them with the more subjective aspects of the personality structure:
15Ibid., pp. 55-56. This information was sUlllllarised from a detailed
chart presented on these pages.
16
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p. 70.
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the need for a cognitive frsmewor'· to know and to understand, and the. need to
ward off threatening aspects of reality.

Where the first 11eec1 predoJllinates,

the system is an open one; where the second need predominates, the system is
closed. 17
Tolerance vs. Authoritarianism
Related to research on the open and closed mind are two studies concerned with personality rather than with ideological constructs,

The

research

done by Adorno and his associates after World War II was the beginning of an
intensive study of the authoritarian personality.

Despite methodological

shortcomin&s of the original study, the concept of the authoritarian d:Lmension
of personality has been one of the most widely researched.
The concept of the authoritarian personality involves a personality
syndrome, an interrelated complex of characteristics.
variables which made up the syndrome.
trend in the authoritarian person.

Adorno isolated nine

Each variable was regarded as a central

These variables with a brief definition

of each are listed below:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

17

Conventionalism. Rigid adherence to conventional, Jlliddle-class
values.
Authoritarian submission. Submissive, uncritical attitude toward
idealized moral authorities of the ingroup.
Authoritarian aggression. Tendency to be on the lookout for, and
to condemn, reject, and punish people who violate conventional
values.
Anti-intraception. Opposition to the subjective, the imaginative,
the tender-minded.
Superstition and sterotypX• The belief in mystical determinants
of the individual's fate; the disposition to think in rigid
categories.

!!?!!!-.

p. 67.
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6.

7.
8.

9.

Power and ''tou&hbe"3s." Preoccupation wich the dominance-submission,
strong-weak, leader-follower dimension; identification with power
figures; overt:mph.asis upon the conventionalized attributes of the
ego; exaggerated assertion of strength and toughness.
Destructiveness and cyuicism. Generalized hostility, vilification
of the human.
Pro iectivit.x. The disposition to believe that wild and d.in&erous
things go on in the world; the projection outwards of unconscious
emotional impulses.
.2!.!· Exaggerated concern with sexual "goings-on."18

Individual personalities appear to be oriented toward or away from
authoritarianism from early experiences with parents:
In brief, it is hypothesized that certain developmental experiences
predispose people to acquire complementary needs: to comply with what
they perceive to be superior authorities and to dominate subordinates.
such individuals are unable to acknowledge their ho~tility toward
authority figures, their doubts about their strength, and their se;.;ual
•nd aggressive impulses. The need to repress these inner needs, it
is argued, results from unbendingly stern treatment received in childhood from parents who both generated strong antagonisms toward themselves
and forbade expression of these antagonisms.. 'l"hese 11 nonpolitical 11
aspects of child training lead by reaction formation to the crystallization of a character type that is taught out of an underlying sense of
weakness, deferring to authority and deflecting unconscious hostility
toward ay§hority into punitive behavior ~oward the weak and unauthoritative.
Studies indicate that other variables in addition to parental cbaracteristics are evident in authoritarian personalities.

The authoritarian

syndrome is particularly evident among the less educated, the aged, the rural,
members of disadvantaged minorities, and people of lower socio-economic
status.

20

Relationships between aathoritarianism and political ideology and

18t.w. Adorno, The Authoritarian Personalitf (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1950), p. 228.
19
Fred Greenstein, "Socialization: Political," International h:ncyclo2edia of the Social Sciences, XIV, 553.
20 James Martin, The Tolerant Personalitf (Detroit:
sity Press, 1964), p. 125.

Wayne State Univer-
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affiliation have been studied.

Reference will be made to these findings in

the section dealing with political polarization.
The opposite of an authoritarian personality has been defined as a
tolerant one.

Fourteen years after The Authoritarian Personality appeared, a

atudy entitled The Tolerant Personality was published.

In this study, Martin

defines the tolerant personality as one characterized by absence of prejudice,
willingness to evaluate the individual as an individual, and less rigid in
advance judgment than the non-tolerant personality. 21

In the elaboration of

the characteristics found maong the tolerant individual in the Indianapolis
studies, the following are listed:

trust of other people, sense of security,

high degree of empathic ability, sensitivity, opposition to cruelty and harsh
discipline, ability to perceive variation realistically, willingness to admit
miatakes.22

He concludes the lengthy description by saying:

Although it is difficult to pinpoint one characteristic that distinguishes the tolerant person more than any other, one could do much
worse than to point to his "sympathy for the underdog.u The attitude
of "fair play", the refusal to hate people who could be hated with
23
impunity, may well be the basic psychological ingredient in tolerance.
However, the profile of the tolerant personality, as developed on the
basis of the Indianapolis study, was not as sharply defined as that of the
intolerant type.

For this reason, the variables of social class, income,

education, and religion did not produce a significant pattern.
21.!lli· J p. 11.

22Ibid., pp. 119·23.
23,!lli., p. 123.

It was
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established, however, that younger people tended to be more tolerant than
older ones, and that regional and political variations were significant.24
,!!ldeeendence vs. Conformity
Related to the authoritarian and tolerance concepts are those of conformitY and non-conformity.

These studies and the theory supporting them and

developing them, deal with the observable actions of individuals as they
operate within groups, rather than with personality types.
lines of research are not unrelated.

However, the two

The characteristics of the authoritarian

personality tend to be similar to those of the person who conforms within a
group.
Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey distinguish among conformity, uniformity, and conventionality.

The essence of conformity is yielding to group

pressure after a conflict between "those forces in the individual which tend
to lead him to act, value, and believe in one way, and those pressures
emanating from the society or group which tend to lead him in another way. 112 5
The opposite of a conforming reaction to the group is an "independence
of judgment and action;' wherein the individual makes up his own mind, being

able to "take the group or ••• leave it, 11 as his own good sense would
dictate.

The independent person, in short, is neither unduly susceptible to

the pressure of the group nor unduly driven by forces of alienation from the
group.1126
24tbid •• PP• 123-25.
25 Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, Individual in Society, p. 506.

26 tbid.

-
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conformity and independence are reflections of the "conformity•inducing
properties" of a situation and the "conforming propensity" of the individual
in the situation. 27

The specific issues about which a group is concerned, as

well as its size, composition, unanimity, extremeness of judgment, and coercive
force are factors which influence its ability to induce conformity. 28
Past experience, social roles, and basic personality make-up influence
the conformity-proneness of the individual.

Research indicates that influen-

tial past experiences include the nature of past group experiences, of the
particular culture, and of the learning process by which an individual develops
beliefs, values, and attitudes with respect to conformity and independence. 29
The difference in social roles, especially sex roles, is also an
influencing factor:
The feminine role tends to be defined as involving pt'ODlUlgation of
the conventional values of the culture, dependence upon the group,
submissiveness to the male, avoidance of disagreement with others in
the interests of group harmony. The typical masculine role tends to
lay more stress on the ideals of self-sufficiency. self-assertion,
independence of thought, "standing on one's two feet and casting a
shadow. 11 30
27 Ibid., p. 507.

28 Ibid., p. 512. The effect of an individual's status in the group is
researchedin O.J. Harvey and Conrad Consalve, "Status and Conformity to
Pressures in Informal Groups," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, LX
(March, 1960), 182-87. Eric Hoffer discusses the role of conformity in mass
movements in The True Believer (New York: Harper and Row, 1951). For nonconformity (innovation) within organizations see Lawrence B. Mohr, ttDetermi•
nants of Innovation in Organization," American Political Science Review, LXIII
(March, 1969), 111·26.
29 Ibid., p. 523. Also Winston White in Beyond Conformity (New York:
Free Press, 1961) develops the ideological basis for the pressure to conformity
exerted by mass culture.
JO Ibid., p. 523.
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Did i..:inguishing

are

features in the ha.sic pcrsonali ty make-up of conformers

.mi.lar to those found in the research on the authoritarian personality

Sl.

type.

The conformist

is significantly less intelligent than the independent

person and shows a greater tendency toward rigidity of cognitive processes and
poverty of ideas.

In regard to motivational and emotional functioning, the

conformist is lower in "ego-strength" and in his ability to cope under stress.
He

tends to exhibit emotional constriction, lack of spontaneity, repression of

impulse, indirect expression of hostility, and anxiety.
conformists is lacking in insight.
inferiority and inadequacy.

He

The self-conception of

is inclined toward feelings of personal

The conformist tends to be less successful

tha~1

the independent person in his inter-personal relations, even though he exhibits

intense preoccupation with other people.

His behavior shows passivity, sugges-

tibility, and dependence on others, while at the same time he displays evidence
of disturbed and distrustful attitudes towards other people.

Finally, in

regard to personal attitudes and values, the conformist expresses those of a
more conventional and moralistic nature than do the independent persons.

This

is often accompanied by a low "tolerance for ambiguity" and a"rigid dogmatic
and authoritarian 011tlook. 113 1
3·1

,,.~·, p. 526.
These descriptions are based on a summary in this
reference of reillcU:(!h conducted in the specific personality areas mentioned.
For oth~r examples of research to illustrate the characteristics see: Mortimer
Appley and George Moeller, "Conforming Behavior and Personality Variables in
College W0111en," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology;, LXVI (March, 1963),
284-90. Douglas Crown and Shephard Liverant, "Conformity under Varying Condi·
tiona of Personal C0111Ditntent 1 11 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychololl• LXVI
(May, 19o3), 547-55. Martin L. Hoffman, "Sonae Psychodynamic Factors in Compulsive Conformity 1 11 Journal of Abnormal and Social Pszcholov, XLVIII (July,
1953), 383-93. Paul Mussen and Jerome Kagen, "Group Conformity and Perceptions
of Parents," Child Develoent, XXlX (March, 1958), 57·60. Francis Di.Vesta
and Landon Cox, "Some Dispositional Correlates of Conformity Behavior," Journal
of Social Psychology;, Lii (November, 1960), 259·68.
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Change vs. Non-change
Auothti.r study which calls the polar positions discussed above "change"

and "non-change" was done by Sister Marie Augusta Neal with priests of the
Boston, Massachusetts, area. 32

..iince the subjecc.s were religious functio11aries,

the findings of the research are especially relevant for the presen' study.
The purpose of Neal's research was to investigate the differing functions of values and interest in the change or

non-ch~e

process.

This speci-

fie aspect of the research will not be discussed, but the characteristics of
the change and non-change individuals which were an integral part of the study
are applicable to the present research.
Change elicits two kinds of responses:

individuals perceive it as a
33
danger or an opportunity, according to their own definitions of the word.
These two responses are evident in the Catholic Church today as it is confront«
by the possibility of and necessity for change from its previous transcendental

emphasis.

Two developments in che Church--the re-evaluation of the role

relations of the laity and clergy in the work of the Church and in the comaunity, and the obligation of the Christian in justice to bring the social order
into conforali.ty wiLh the common good--have hastened this confrontation with
change for all members of the Church.34
Those individuals perceiving the situation as an opportWlity are said
to have a "change set."

This is characterized by the following beliefs and

32 sister Marie Augusta Neal, Values and Interests in Social Change
(Englewood Cliff, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc •• · 1965).
33.!2.!!!· • P• 8.
3 4 Ibid., p. 31.
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attitudes:

there is a need for change right now; there is a perennial need

for change; the subject appreciates change; and the subject is aware that man
himself initiates change.

On the other hand, those who perceive change as a

danger have a "non-change set."

They believe that the past is good and that

tnan should not initiate change since

11

the eternal is now."35

Although the study did not identify causal factors generating these
change and non•change personality types, it did find some correlates of the
two types.

The change-oriented type tends to be younger, have a large city

childhood background and a liberal political preference, and read certain
change-oriented religious journals.

The non-change type are older, have a

small city background and conservative political preference, and do not read
change-oriented religious journals. 30
From a theoretical point of view, the examination of the change and
non-change types within a social system is a greater contribution of this
study than the brief profile described above.

Using Parsons• work on the

social system, Neal sought to determine whether or not the resistance to or
acceptance of change was related to the adaptation, goal attainment, integra•
tion, and ,attern maintenance functions of a social system:
Persons concerned with adaptation should perceive the social structure
as something that can be changed through new ideas, new division of labor,
new ordering of role relations. People concerned with goal attainment
should perceive the social system as something that can be manipulated
by individuals striving to realize specific goals. On the other hand,
if the concern is with integration, then a person's interests should
focus on social harmony, order, cooperation, and confomity. The
lSibid. , p. 50.
36tbid., p. 70.
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pattern maintenance emphasis should be expressed more in concern for the
preservation of style of life valued for its meaning rather than for
its form.37
In general, Neal found

cha.~ge-oriented

priests to be concerned with the

adaptive and goal attainment functions, while non-change priests were concerned
with aspects of the system which served integrative and pattern maintenance
functions.

38

cosmopolitan vs. Local
The polar attitudes and personality types described above are manifested
in behavior patterns.

Robert Merton's study of "local" and "cosmopolitan"

influentials in the community of Rovere focuses on the orientation of individuals toward their geographic colllllunity:
The localite largely confines his interests to this conmunity. Rovere
is essentially his world. Devoting little thought or energy to the Great
Society, he is preoccupied with local problems, to the virtual exclusion
of ttle national and international scene. He is, strictly speaking,
parochial Contraiwise with the cosmopolitan type. He has some interests
in Rovere and must of course maintain a minimum of relations within the
community since he, too, exerts influence there. But he is also oriented
significantly to the world outside Rovere, and regards himself as an
integral part of that world. He resides in Rovere but lives in the
Great Societ~. If the local type is parochial, the cosmopolitan i&
ecumenical. 3

In his research Merton found that the baste difference in orientation of
locals and cosmopolitans was related to other differences:

(1) in the

structures of social relations in which each type is implicated; (2) in the
roads they have traveled to their present positions in the influence-structure;
37.!2,!!., P• 101.

-

Jblbid.. • p. 123.
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(J) in the utilization of their present status for the exercise of

sonal influence; and (4) in their communications behavior. 40
specific findings have bearing on the present study.
concerned with personal relations.

interp·~r

Several of the

Locals are more directly

For the cosmop.:>litan, however, personal

relations are not seen as an instrument for his influence.

Related to this,

is the findings that locals exert influence becat.ise of "sympathetic under-

standing,'' wldle cosmopolitans are influential because of "specialized expert•

ness.

,,41

In summary, cosmopolitans tend to view the wurld as wider than their
immediate surroundings and their personal relationships within these iumediate
surroundings take on an objective character.

Conversely, the perspective of

locals is limited to their illlillediate geographic surroundings and personal
relationships are entered into because of the enhancement they give to the
influential.
Conservatism, Liberalism, and Radicalism

In considering the politically related dimensions of the polar posit!.ons
descr~bcd

in various ways above, it is necessary to move from the area of

general personality characteristics to that of specific activities and policy

poaitions.
wit~1out:

However, there is an ideological aspect to this consideration,

which the external numifestations are no more than disconnected

activities.
40

!ill··

41

!.ill .•

p. 253.
p. 263.
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This specific area of background material is difficult to appraoch in a
clear way.

It was felt to be relevant to the present study since within the

church and religious colllUunities,

refer~nce

is made to .. conservative' and

''liberal" positions, and "radicals 11 are looked upon as potential threats to the
organi:!ation.42

Even though the existence of a "left-rightn continuum in any

realm of the social structure can be validly criticized, ''the fact remains
that such a c1mtinuum exists in the minds of the general p'.liJlic and t.:hat they
generally . • . place themselves on such a continuum quite easily and with
certainty. 1143

An investigation of the ideological basis of the

thr~e

positions--

conservative, liberal, radical--reveals that they are not three points located
on the same continuum.

More properly speaking, conservatism and liberalism

are the polar positions on the ''right-left" continuum.

Radicalism refers to

a specific way of considering these two polar positions:

The term "radicalism" always points to some analytic or revisior,ist
function. It implies a concentration of the focus of relevance on a
particular principle, at the expense of the traditionally sanctioned
regard for the complexities of context. The element thus abstracted
becomes the salient core on which inference and action are based.
Ra<licalism tends to be comprehensive; no matter where it starts, it
tends t•, assimilate all aspects of life to the initial principle.
In its positive s~nse this tendency implies a projection of a completely
new version of hwaan life and enterprise. In its negative sense it
implies a threat to all aspects of ongoing life. • • • Whatever the
form, the impulse behind it is to announce the sovereignty of a
principle and to render a principled, unified, and internally consistent interpretation of the cosmos and the meaning of human life. It
is expected that the believer's perception of and attitude toward reality

42 aammond and Mitchell, "Segmentation of Radicalism," p. 133.
43

Edwin Barker, "Authoritarianisl.11 of the Political light, Center, and
Left, 11 Journal of Social Issues, XIX (April, 1963), 72.
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will be synthesized accordingly into an intemally coher~t outltlok and
ultimately translated into a principled conduct of life.
In other words, a radi.cal interpretation might be said to be subs tan-

tive, as opposed to an "accidentatt' or "peripheral" b.terprctation.

Schemati•

cally, the relationship 8110ng these concepts may be represented in the fol!.owing 1uanner:

4S

Accidentall(Peripherel)
Liberal

Conservative
Substantive (Radical)

tiith this clarification in mind, the following section will briefly

describe t;ile ideology of conservatism and liberalism, and make reference to
research of specific radical groups located on both ends of the continuum.
The basic point of difference between the conservative and liberal
ideologies is their opposite reactions to change:
In any given society, there are individuals, either within a g1':en
group or acting as a group, who advocate changes and innovations in the
heritage. So, too, there are those who resist or fight such changes.
As thiJ constitut.;!S a recurrent phenomenon within society, terms or
words develop to describe those who seek change and those who resist
change:. In the languages of modern Europe such words as "progressive,"
"liberal," "radical," or "modernist,'' denote the former and the words
!•conservatism" and "conservative" denote the latter. It is not surprising,
44 Egan Bittner, "Radicalism," International Enczclopedia of the Social
Sciences, XIII, 294.
45 r am indebted to Paul Zelus, 3raduate student in the Department of
Sociology, Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois, for the insights he contribut~<l in the discussion of this section of the study and for the schematic
representation of them.
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therefore, to find that most current definitions of conservatism stress
resistance to change as its most fundamental and prominent characteristic.46
However, even with this apparently simple and fundamental difference,
the terms have become the subject of confusion and controversy.

One reason for

the confusion with the term conservative is that it is used in several ways,
each reflecting a different orientation.

Rossiter defines these different

"kinds" of conservatism as philosophical, temperamental, and situationai.4 7
conservatism as a philosophy is "dedicated to the defense of an established order, and also to the leadership of certain groups or classes within
the order." 48

Persistent themes of the philosophers of modern conservatism

are the following:
1) The existence of a universal moral order sanctioned and supported by
organized religion.
2) The obstinately imperfect nature of men, in which unreason and sinfulness lurk always behind the curtain of civilized behavior.
3) The natural inequality of men in most qualities of mind, body, and
character.
4) The necessity of social classes and orders, and the consequent folly
of attempts at leveling by force of law.
5) The primary role of private property in the pursuit of personal liberty
and defense of the social order.
6) The uncertainty of progress, and the recognition that prescription is
the chief method of such progress as a society may achieve.
7) The need for a ruling and serving aristocracy.
8) The limited reach of human reason, and the consequent importance of
traditions, institutions, s)'lllbols, rituals, and even prejudices.
46willmoore Kendall and George W. carey, "Towards a Definition of
Conservatism," Journal of Politics, XXVI (May, 1964), 408.
47 cunton Rossiter, "Conservatism," International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, III, 290•95. Also see Phillip c. Chapman, 11 New Conservatism:
Cultural Criticism vs. Political Philosophy, 11 Political Science Quarterly,
LXXV (March, 1960), 17·34, for a similar distinction between differing emphases
in conservatism.
48

~.,

p. 293.
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9)

The fallibility and potential tyranny of majority rule, and the consequent ~§sirability of diffusing, limiting, and balancing political
power.
Temperanaental conservatism is the manifestation of these philosophical

principles in the psychological stance of an individual.

It is the disposition

to resist dislocating changes in the customary pattern of living and working,
and its elements include habit, inertia, fear (of the unexpected, irregular,

and uncomfortable), and emulation (a result of fear of alienation from the
group and craving for its approval.) 50
Situational conservatism, while related to the other two definitions,
is an "attitude of opposition to disruptive change in the social, economic,

legal, religious, political, or cultural order."

The distinguishing mark of

this type of conservatism is a fear of change, especially change of old values,
institutions, and patterns of living.5 1
Clearly, it is alDlOst impossible to consider conservatism from a
completely ideological point of view, divorcing it from action and policy
positions.

Americans especially are D10re familiar with extreme concrete mani•

festations of conservatism, e.g. Mccarthyism, Wallace, or the John Birch
Society, rather than its philosophical tenets, whether they be based on Edmund
Burke or someone else.

For this reason, the conservative movements, especially

those classified as "radical right" have received the attention of social
scientists.

Some

of these findings are significant for this study.

49Ibid.

For a similar, but somewhat more action-oriented list of the
principles-of conservatism see Frank Meyer, ed., What is Conservatism? (New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964), pp. 230-31.
/ ... r..ns Tow~
50Ibid., p. 290.
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51Ibid., p. 291.
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Forster and llpstein estimate that· twenty percent of the American electorate can be grouped as extremists on the "right wing. 11 52

In general, this

radical right is dedicated to the "perpetuation of the sovereignty" of the
United States.

Following from this basic principle are specific positions:

view of Communism as a conspiracy and threat to the United States in foreign as
well as domestic concerns, opposition to world government and to many actions
of the United Nations, and a proposal for radical decentralization of the
government, giving states, rather than the federal government, more contro1. 53
The reasons for the upsurge of the radical right movement in the last

decade are listed by Forster and Epstein as (1) the dominance of the Democratic
Party, (2) cold war frustrations and recurrent international crises and confrontations with the Communists with lack of a clear victory for the United
states, and (3) crises and tensions at home, e.g., higher taxes, rising cost
of living, and conflict over racial integration. 54
Parsons describes the reasons for the movement in more general terms.
He sees it as a symptom of the strains accompanying a major change in the situation and structure of American society.

The strains arise from the conflicts

between the demands imposed by the new situation and the inertia of elements in
the social structure which are resistant to the necessary changes.55

52Arnold Forster and Benjaain Epstein, Danger on the Right (New. York:
R.ctndom House, 1964), p. xiii.
53clarence Manion, The Conservative Juaerican (New York: Devin-Adair,
Co., 1964), pp. 135·53.
54
Forster and Epstein, Danger on the Right, p. 6.
55ralcott Parsons, 11 Social Strains in America," in The Radical Right,
ed. by Daniel Bell (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1963),
p. 209.
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of significance for the present study is not the historical background
of the movements, but rather what kind of people participate.

McClosky's study

of the relationship between conservatism and personality showed that conservatives tended to be social isolates, people who think poorly of themselves, who
auffer personal frustration, lack of clear sense of purpose and values, and
who are submissive, timid, and lacking in confidence. 56

varying

profil~s.

Later studies produced

depending upon the type of group which comprise the sample.

Nolan and Scheck in their study of businessmen found small businessmen more
1 usceptible

to political attitudes and sentilll8nts that support right-wing

extremism than were bureaucratic uaanagers. 57

Berkowitz and Lutterman in a

study using a personality scale found that people classified as "high responsi•
bles" tended to be conservative people. 58

Maranell found a high and signifi-

cant correlation between political conservatism and bigotry. 59

Sokol found

that power orientation tendencies in individuals was directly related to
pro-McCarthyism. bO

Ladd reported Murray Haven's findings that the radical

56 Herbert McCloaky, "Conserve tism and Personality," American Political
Science Review, LII (March, 1958), 37.
57
Richard Nolan and Rodney Schneck, "Small Businessmen, Branch Managers,
and Their Relative Susceptibility to Right-Wing Extremism: an Empirical Test, 11
canadian Journal of Political Science, II (March, 1969), 98.
58

,

Leonard Berkowitz and Kenneth Lutterman, "The Traditionally Socially
Responsible Personality," Public Opinion ~rterly, XX.XII (Swum.er, 1968), 169.
59aary M. Maranell, "Examination of Some Raligioua and Political
Attitude Correlates of Bigotry," Social Forces, XLV (March, 1967), 362.

.2.!

60 a.obert Sokol, "Power Orientation and McCarthyism," American Journal
Sociology, LXXIII (January, 1968), 452.
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right in i.:l.le southwest consisted of urban residents who had gained economically
but not experienced comparable gains in social status, influence, and po·wer. 61
Abcarion and Stanage's research established a relationship between alienation
and the radical right. 62

In b.is study of Goldwater conservatives, Crespi found

the regional variable to be the only sianificant predictor.63
As the volume of research on this topic has increased, the profile has

not become any clearer, perhaps because, as mentioned earlier, conservatism is
variously defined.

In his study of conservatives, Schoenberger's findings that

they were characterized by relatively high average socio-economic position and
by

a distinct and coherent ideology contradict McClosky's conclusions.

He

proposed that the reason for the contradiction lay in the fact that there are
two major strains of right-wing attitudes and behavior distinguishable in the
United States today.

They differ on political grounds, social differences,

and psychological differences.64
Despite this difficulty in obtaining a well-defined profile of the
radical right, there does exist one group of people in this classification
whose motives and characteristics are describable.

There has been a recent

increase in the popularity of the radical right movement on college campuses.
61 Everett

c. Ladd, "Radical Right: the White-Collar Extremists," south
Atlantic Quarterly, I.XV (Summer, 1966), 316.
62ailbert Abcarion and Sherun Stanage, "Alienation and the Radical
Right, 11 Journal of Poli tics, XXVII (November, 1965) , 776-96.

63 Irving Crespi, 11 Structu.ral Basis for Right-Wing Conservatism:
Goldwater Case," Public Opinion Qu!rterlz, XXIX (Winter, 1965-66), 40.

the

64aobert A. Schoenberger, "Conservatism, Personality, an<l Political
Extremiam, 11 American Political Science Review, LXII (Septeaber, 1968), 876.
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tn his book dealing with this element of the right,

~vans

calls the students

"inner-directed Americans who somehow unaged to hang onto the old values while
the rest of society was drifting into other-directedness."

65

His description

of the young radical conservative eiaphasized characteristics which bear simi-

1arity to students of the radical left movement:
. • • the principal object of the young conservatives is the affirmation
of a transcendent moral order. The great secular concern received from
that order is a regard for human freedom, and the integrity of human
personality. These are the central positions. Those remaining--• program of econom1cs, strict constitutionalism, vigorous anti-Co111Dunism-are in reality technical elaborations of these primary concerns. The
young conservative may be, and generally is, a moralist, a libertarian,
a free-market economist, a states' righter, an advocate of "congressional
autonomy, 11 a republican, and an anti•Coanunist, consecutively and simul•
taneously. These attitudes are not random fusions of contradictory or
irrelevant moods; they are coherent aspects of a fundamental view of man
and his nature. articulated in tel'l11s of the present crisis.66
Like their radical counterparts on the other end of the continuum, these
conservatives are looking for "new forms in which the enduring truths and
values can be carried on in a world which is being rapidly transformed."6 7
Most of the radical conservatives studied by Evans were ltepublican;
eighty percent were from families with incomes of less than $10,000; many
held jobs and/or scholarships; and there was evidence that their political
beliefs had been influenced by their parents.68

Middleton and Putney's study

with 1440 American college students dealt 110re specifically with the political
65 stanton M. Evans, Revolt on the Campus (Chicago:
Company, 1961), p. 56.

Henry ltegnery

66 Ibid., p. 185.
67

William G. Carleton, "The Conservative Myth," Antioch lteview, XXVII
(Fall, 1967), 396.
68 &vans, Revolt on the C!;!Pus, pp. 48-49.
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affiliation of college conservatives' families.

They found th.at "the grea.t.

majority of the conservatives • • • came from conservative family back&rounds
and those who have rebelled at all have usually moved only from 'moderately
conservative' to 'highly conservative. ,,,69
The profile of the radical

the radical right.

le.~t

is more clearly defined than that of

Before describing it, it is necessary to consider the

ideological stance of the left and of the continuum, liberalism.
The definitions of liberalism, while not as numerous as those of con•
servatism are ecµal.ly as varied.

Barely is it defined in isolation; it is

usually contrasted with conservatism.

Nisbet defines ndevotion to the indi-

vidual" and to his political, civil, and social rights as the hallmark of

liberalism:

"What tradition is to the conservative • • • individual autonomy

is to the liberal."70
Simmons emphasizes the element of change in his definition of liberalism
In pt•pular usage "liberalism" seems to imply broadmindedness and/or
some desire for change from the status quo. For a given subject area.
liberalism seems to mean the degree of divergence from the traditional
and sac•·:.~ value-positions prevailing in the society or group. Therefore,
the degree of liberalism is relative to some group or reference point
and one can simultaneously be libe:,·al in comparison with one group and
conservative in comparison with another. 71

69 Russe11 Middleton and Snell Putney, "Student Rebellion Against Parental Political Beliefs,'' Social Forces, XI.I (May, 1963), 383.
70

Robert A. Nisbet, The Sociological Tradition (New York:
Inc., 1966), p. 10.

Basic Books,

71 J.L. Sinrnons, "Liberalism, Alienation and Personal Disturbance,"
Soc~ology and Social Research, XLIX (July, 1965), 456.
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consi·Lering liberalism as l:>catcd on the left •'nd of the continul.lln,

kes definitions of the "left11 comparable to those of liberalism. C .11right
118
Mills contrasts the position of left and right: ". . • the right means 'cc.lebrating society as it is,' and the left means
political demands and progr,'tms. 0 72

criti~izing

society and producing

3imilarly, Levinson characterizes the left

as critical of the prevailing system and seeking major institutional change

coward increas;::.d social and eco:"omic equality. 73

In answer to the question,

"Where lies the left?", Muggeridge replies:
I like to think myself--while adluitting th.at it represent:i a grotesque over-simplification•-that belonging to the left is still, essentially, being on the side of the weak against the strong, of the poor
against the rich, or the di;£ident against the arrogant. Yet one has
to decide who are the weak.
This characterization concurs with Bottomore's statement that the right

emphasizes leudership and authority while the left stresses equality and
participation. 75
Before discussing the radical interpretation of the left end of the
continuum, it is necessary to consider a few studies that have been done on
liberalism.
W.A. !<err's sUllllM1ry of research in the area of politico-econolllic liberalism is not an updated one, but from it an indication of related variables

72T.B. Bottomore, Crit~cs of Society: Radical Thought in North America
(London: George Allen and Univin, LTD, 1967), p. 76.
73
David Levinson, "Personality, Political: Conservatism and Radicalista,'
,!!lternation!J: Encxclopedia o.£ the Social Sciences, XII, 22.
74Matcolm Muggeridge, "Where Lies the Left?", New Statesman, I.XX
(July 2, 1965), 9.

75B
ottomore, Cri t i cs 9 f.. §oc i e!)", p. 77 •

iS evident:

liberalism increases with education, is positively correlated with

intelligence, introversion, and pessimism; and politico-economic liberals tend
to be above average in radical and social liberalism.76
!*>re recent research contradicts some of the earlier findings.

Sinaons

found a low relationship between specific types of liberalism (economic, civil
liberties, religious, sexual, social problems).

In this same study he found

little or no relationship between the degree of liberalism and personal disturbance, and no "sweeping liberalization of attitude" after college exper··
ience. 77

Milbrath's research with a sample of Washington lobbyists found that

liberals tended to respond positively to test items worded in such a way that
a response set was possible.

sets.

Conservatives tended to develop negative response

78

In some ways these research findings bear a resemblance to those of the
tolerance and independence studies, but they are far from an adequate description of the liberal individual.

Fortunately, the profile of the radical or

"new left0 bas been clearly defined in research done during the past five years
The term "new left" is used to describe the radical emphasis on the
left end of the continuuna.

This radical group is called "new" to distinguish

it frona the "old" left who, according to the new left, were not radical enough.
76w.A. Kerr, "Correlates of Politic-Economic Liberalism-Conservatism,.,
Journal of Social Psycholos:z, XX (August, 1944), 72-74.
77 siDDOns, "Liberalism, Alienation, and Personal Disturbance," 459, 463.
78
Lester w. Milbrath, "Latent origins of Liberalism-Conservatism and
Party Identification: A Research Note," Journal of Politics, XXIV (November,
1962)' 688.

Th• new left rejects the "permutation" method of changing society.

Tilts view,

held by some liberals and old left, seeks to adapt to the ruling powers and
infiltrate them, to "become part of the Establishment in order to manipulate
the reins to the left."

Instead, the new left chooses opposition as its mode

of operation, standing outside the establishment to achieve changes by the
79
pressure of alternatives.
The ideology of the new left, even though the movement claims to be
non-ideological, 80 is truly radical.

The movement is:

••• an ethical revolt against the visible devils of racism, poverL;,
and war, as well as the less tangible devils of centralized decisionmaking, manipulative, impersonal bureaucracies, and the hypocrtg{ that
divides America's ideals from its actions from Watts to Saigon.
It is the "ethical revolt" that makes the movement radical.

According

to one of the leaders of the movement, the entire style of the movement, not
just its content, is radical:
Radicalism as a style involves penetration of a social problem to its
roots, to its real causes. Radicalism presumes a willinsnesa to continually press forward the query: Why? Radicalism finds no rest in
79aa1 Draper, Berkeley:
Inc., 1965), p. 170.

The New Student Revol~ (New York:

Grove Press,

80 tbid., p. 158. In this reference Draper states: "These 'new radicals' are non-ideological in the sense that they refuse to, or are disinclined
to, generalize their ideas and positions. They fight shy of any systematization of their political and social vtewa. They think of this approach as
'pragmatic,' They are inclined to substitute a moral approach••indeed a dogmatic moral approach•-for political and social analysis as much as possible.
They like the description 'existential' because it offers a non-political
label."
81

Jack Newfield, A Prophetic Minority (New York:
Library, 1966), p. 15.
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conclusions; answers are seen as provig~onal, to be discarded in the face
of new evidence or changed conditions.
The revolt involves a rejection of prevailing American values and
institutions.

A radical interpretation of society has led the new left to see

the discrepancy between what is preached and what is practiced in various
sectors of American socieey. 83

To live what is preached, to uphold values and

ideologies is an uncoafortable position in society today.
estranged from the mainstream of society.

84

He

The intellectual is

is alienated and thus is more

critical than he would be if this were not the case of that system which
refuses him admittance unless he compromises his ideals.85
However, the alienation and revolt is not simply against the system,
but theoretically, at least, hold out alternatives to it:
But that's what it seems to me we have to be concerned about. Building
up, not withdrawing, but building up local bases of power where people
are really colllllitted to control and to make the decisions affecting their
lives and co control the money that comes into their area and to prevent
the administrators upstairs from abusing them or taking away their rigl1ts
whenever they try to use them. That's what we should mostly pay attention
to, it seems to me.86
82 Thonaas Hayden, 11A Letter to the New(Young) Left," in the New Student
!:!!!:>ed. by Mitchell Cohen and Dennis Hale (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962), p. 6
83James Buchanan, "Student Revolts, Academic Liberalism, and Constitu•
tional Attitudes," Social Research, XXX\' (Winter, 1968), 667·68.
84
Christopher Lasch, The New l~dicalism in America (New York: Vintage
Books, 1965). p. xv.
8S:Jan Hajda, "Alienation and Integration of Student Intellectuals,"
lunerican_Sociological Review, XXVI (October, 1961), 777; Martin Oppenheimer,
"The Student Movement as a Response to Alienation," Journal of Human Relations,
XVI (First Quarter, 1968), 8.
86 "confrontation: the Old Left and the New," American Scholar, XXXVI
(Autumn., 1967), 584. This quotation is from a speech by Thomas Hayden.
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This idea of bases of power or participatory
of the movement.

de..~ocracy

is a key theme

Through th.is, the new left hope to create radical institution1

paralleling the activities of the larger society.87
several general themes are emphasized:

To acheive this goal,

the fact that men are infinitely pre-

cious and possessed of unfulfilled capacities for reason, freedom, and love;
tbat human relationships should involve fraternity and honesty. 8 8
The manifestations of the radical left ideology have been protest activities directed chiefly against educational institutions, the war in Vietnam,

and domestic issues such as poverty and race.

Since direct action is one of

the basic tenets of the movement, social scientists have been provided with

many opportunities to find out what type of person tends toward a radical left
orientation and why he does so.
Research previous to the student protests of the past decade commonly
associated a variety of characteristics with participation in radical move•
ments:

origin in a socially displaced stratum of the society and personality

traits such as dependence, rigidity, and sado-masochisM.

89 Research also

87 Paul Breslow, "The New Left in America," Twentieth Century, XX.XVI
(Autumn, 1965), 43. Also see Newfield, p. 23. Thomas Hayden, "The Poli tics of
the Movement,'' in The R.adical Papers, ed. by Irving Howe (Garden City, New
York: Doubleuay and Co., Inc., 1965), 376.
88"Port Huron Statement," in The New Student Left, ed. by Mitchell Cohen
and Dennis Hale, pp. 12-13. This statement was adopted by the SDS at its con•
ventio;:i. in Port Huron, Michigan in 1962. For additional analyses of themes of
the movement see Newfield, p. 16. Richard Flacks, "The Liberated Generation:
An Exploration of the Roots of Student Protest," Journal of Social Issues,
XXIII (July, 1967), 56-7. Richard Peterson, ''The Student Left in American
Higher Education," Daedalus, XCVII (Winter, 1968)t 293.
89 Egan Bittner, "Radicalism and the Organization of R.adical Movements,"
~rican Sociological &eview, XXVIII (December, 1963), 939.
Also see Hoffer,
,!!le True Believer; in this work with a philosophical rather than sociological
perspective, he claims that participation in protest movements serves compensa•
~orv functions for personalities that are in some way weak or deprived.
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indicated that leaders of groups or organizations would not tend to be radically oriented to the left since they had a vested interest in the status quo.
putney and Putney's research 81Jl0ng Mexicans found that leaders were radical
and rather than being a risk to prestige, radical innovation served as the
basis for prestige. 90
More recent research on the student protest movements have produced
findings that enable one to describe the probable characteristics and motiva•
tion of the student who protests.
The student movements of the past five years represent not those from
an economically deprived sector of the student population, but from the more
advantaged.

They were from upper-middle socio-economic classes, with family

incomes disproportionately high, parental education advanced, and father's
occupation in the upper professional leveL9l

Qualitatively speaking, the

family backgrounds of activist students are permissive, more intellectually
oriented, less conventional, more curious and impulsive, more non-authoritarian
and have broad social and human coimdtments. 92
90 snell Putney and Gladys Putney, "Radical Innovation and Prestige,"
American Sociological Review, XX.VII (August, 1962), 551.
91Richard Flacks, "The Liberated Generation: An Exploration of the
Roots of Student Protest," Journal of Social Issues, XXIIl (July, 1967), 55-56.
A similar profile is provided by the studies of the Berkeley revolts in Seymour
Lipset and Sheldon Wolin, ed., The Berkelex Student Revolt; Facts and Inter•
pretations (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1965); Cox COlllllission, Crisis at Columbia (New York: Vintage Books, 1968); William Watts and
David Whittaker, "Free Speech Advocates at Berkeley," Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, II (Winter, 1966), 41-62.
92Edward Sampson, 11 Student Activism and the Decade of Protest," Journal
of Social Issues, XXIII (July, 1967), 7. Kenneth Keniston in a study of Harv.an
students found these characteristics in the background of the students in The
Uncoimdtted: Alienated Youth in American Society (New York: Dell Publishing
Co.~ 1960); l)lld.in a study of~fh iqvolved tn protest against the Vietnam War
AD Youn2 R.id1cais: Notes on
tted Youth (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
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This background lays the foundation for what Keniston calls the

prone pers:o:coality."

11

protest·

These individuals become active for various combinations

of reasons, many of which stem from the fact that the time of yough and late
adolescence is a time of transition and ex.ploration. 93

The student "image" is

one he feels he must live up to; he may be involved in societal problems or
tuave an action-oriented groups as a doDlinant reference group.94
Sometimes the reasons for protest are quite explicit:

the educational

institution and war. 95
It is impossible to detail the specific findings of each of these
studies.

It suffices to indicate that basically the profile remains that

sketched above, with more research pointing up the significance of parental
background and reference groups.
Theological Liberalism vs. Theological Orthodoxz
Several of the studies cited above have alluded to the fact that there
is a relationship between the conservative, liberal, and radical positions in
93Kennetb Keniston, "The Sources of Student Dissent, 11 Journal of Social
Issues. XXIII (July, 1967), 117.
94.g. Wright Bakke, "Roots and Soil of $tudent Activism," Comparative
Education Review, X '(June, 1966), 163-74.
95see the "Port Huron Statement," in The New Student Left, ed. by
Mitchell Cohen and Dennis Hale, pp. 217-18 for reasons why the university is
chosen as a focal point for protest. For other research on motives for pro•
testing on the campus see Cox, Crisis at Columbia; Lipset and Wolin, The
Berkeley Student Revolt; James Trent and Judith craise, "Cosmitment aiidconform
ity in the American College," Journal of Social Issues, XXIII (July, 1967),
34-51; and Watts and Whittaker, "Free Speech Advocates at Berkeley." For
studies pertaining to reasons for protesting the Vietnam war see Fredric Solo•
llOn and Jacob Fishman, "Youth and Peace:
A Psychological Study of Student
Peace Demonstrators in Washington, D.C. 0 , Jow:nal of Social Issues, XX
(October, 1964), 54-73.
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the political field and other areas of an individual's life.

Levinson points

out that uu orientation toward the left or right is reflected in several
aspects of life:
A political ideology is an overarching conception of society, a stance
that is reflected in numerous sectors of social life. It deals not only
with political issues in the narrow sense but also with economic policy,
social stratification, methods of social change, civil liberties and
civil rights, international relations, the societal functions of govern•
ment, and so on. 96
'·

The manifestation of these various orientations in the religious realm

is the topic of this final section of the background considerations.

Since

the present study deals with religious functionaries, the research done in this

area ia applicable.

It has been indicated in Chapter I of this paper that two

"positions" exist within the Catholic Church,97 and indeed, they exist within
the entire religious institution in the United States.

A clarification of the

two positions is necessary before an examination of the research conducted in
this area.
Whether they are called non-historical vs. historical theology, fundamentalism vs. liberalism, or transcendentalism vs. incarnationaliam, two polar
positions concerning theology and organization in the Church are recognized by
theologians as well r.s sociologists.

Mauriac approaches the dichotomy from a

theological point of view and identifies those occupying polar positions as
traditionalists and innovators. 98

The traditionalists support the view that

96Levinson, Personality, Political:

Conservatism and Racialism," 22.

97Above, pp. 3-5.
98Francois Mauriac, "Traditionalists and Innovators:
Church ?n; Cross Currents, XII (Winter, 1962) , 1.
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there is a "deposit of faith," a revealed truth "defined in the Creed.and
formalized

~n

the dogmas which the Church watches over."

The innovators place

more emphasis on spreading the message of the Gospel and are less concerned
about preserving the "purity" of dogma:

For it is true that at the extreme right there are unflinching theolo•
gians of aggressive orthodoxy who would keep the truths of Revelation in
an air-tight container and have no other hope than to pass it on just
as they have received it, preserved from all contamination by an age
dominated by atheistic Marxism. And it might be atteq>ted by those of
the opposite point of view--those who are oriented less by the idea of
deposit of faith than by the message to be spread, those who do not
place stress on definition, traditions, or customs which time has made
venerable, but who believe that each age, and our own perhaps more than
any other, is waiting and yearning for the message. They believe that
even after 2,000 years the truly revolutionary and explosive power of
the Gospel remains the same, that the Marxists are not ...,_re of this
and that even in Russia itself they are being confronted with the
eternally living Christ.99
Weima identified the polar positions as conservative and progressive.
In his study of conservatives, he described them as having a certain rigidity
and tenacity in adhering to traditional ideas and customs.
teristic is manifested in several ways:

a belief in ethical

This basic characno~s

as absolute

and it11DUtable and independent of the concrete situation in which they have to
be applied, a preference for the objective precepts of the Church over the
subjective demands of conscience, an emphasis on the external aspects of
religion, a tendency toward religious and ethical judgments instead of psycho•
logical judgments, and an unwillingness to admit to concrete deficiences and
shortcomings in one's own denominational group,100

Even though this definition

99!!!~d .• pp. 1-2.
lOOJ. Weima, "Authoritarianism, Religious Conservatism, and Sociocentric
Attitudes in Roman Catholic Groups," Human Relations, XVIII (August, 1965),
233-34.
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describes only one pole of the continuum, it is not difficult to define the
or:her pole '·Y simply using the opposite positions wi•ich are implied by those

listed.
The Lnore visible manifestation of the two poles in the theological realm

has come about because of the changing relationship of the Church and secular
society.

Shaull describes this change in the following way:

Ever since the modern world began to take shape around us with the
Renaissance and the Enlightenment, the Churches of the West have tended
to absent themselves from the front lines of the human struggle and
assume a conservative attitude toward social change. Ecumenical social
thought has attempted. over the years, to move beyond this, and it is just
possible that a significant breakthrough could occur. This is evidenced
by the attention which has been given to the most recent developments in
the technological and social revolutions; it 18 also demonstrated b{of
shift of euaphasil in our theological reflection on social problems.
Accepting the prevailing culture, as the emphasis described above
implies, calls for a rejection of certain traditional elements in the religious
system.

According to Scanzoni, to accept or reject one's environment, is an

action which distinguishes the polar positions of innovation and constancy
in the Church:
••• if the Church-type group is to accept "modern society," it must
continually alter its internal structure and keep sloughing off traditional elements to keep pace with changes in the external environment.
Thus, when we say that the church body "accepts" the milieu, we mean
that this is both an event and a process, or else it aust cease to be
either.
In contrast, when meuabers of a sect group reject the social ~!lieu,
they are forced into continued acceptance of religious traditionalism!
J!l'or them, rejection becomee a process of reaffirming the "rightness"
lOlM. Richard Shaull, 0 The Revolutionary Challenge to Church and
Theology," '!'heologz Today, XXIII (January, 1967), 470•71.
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of traditionai ~rientations and asserting the "wrongness"of current
orientations. 0
It is evident, then, from these considerations that polar positions
exist within the religious realm.

Irrespective of their "labels" or visible

ramifications, the positions have a base in the changing theology of the
church's relationship to secular society.
Specific research on these two positions has dealt with personality
characteristics and behavior patterns of religious traditionalists and liberals.
several studies have shown that those who are religiously orthodox also
possess authoritarian traits. 103

a single denomination.

Most of these studies dealt with members of

Also, religious orthodoxy was found to he positively

correlated with anomie, 104 and negatively correlated with creativity. 105
102John Scanzoni, ''Innovation and Constancy in the Church-Sect Typology,'
Journal of SocioloSI, LJCCI (November, 1965), 321. Various Interpretations and manifestations of these different orientations are referred to in
Joseph L. Allen, "Continuity and Change; the Church and the Contemporary Social
Revolution," Interpretation, XXIII (October, 1908), 462-74; Charles Glock and
Rodney Stark, Religion and Societx in Tension (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964);
Rodney Stark, "Class, Radicalism, and Religious Involvement in Great Britain, 11
American Sociological Review, XXIX (October, 1964), 698-706; Joseph Tamney,
"Prediction of Religious Change,'' Sociological Analysis, XXVI (Summer, 1965),
72-81; and Sister Margaret Mary Whelan, "The Will of God," in Kinetics of
Renewal ed. by Sister Rita Mary Benz and Sister Rosemary Sage (Dubuque, Iowa:
BVM Communications Center, 1969), pp. 11-15.

~can

103

John Photiadis and Jeanne Biggar, "Religosity, Education, and Ethnic
Distance," American Journal of Sociolog,Y, LXVII (May, 1962), 672; Snell Putney
and Russel Middleton, "Dimensions and Correlates of Religious Ideologies,"
::iocial Forces, XX.XIX (May, 1961), 289; Weima, .. Authoritarianism, Religious Conservatism, and Sociocentric Attitudes in Roman Catholic Groups," 238; John
Photiadis and. Arthur Johnson, "Orthodoxy, Church Participation, and Authoritarianism," American Journal of Sociology, LlUX (November, 1963), 248.
l0 4 ,r.c. Keedy, "Anomie and Religious Orthodoxy," Sociology and Social
Research, XLIII (September, 1958), 36.
lOS-tois-Ellin Datta, "Fami.ly Religious Backtt.round and Early Scientific
Creativity," American Sociological Review, XXXII (August, 1967), 626.
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The l>ehaviu:i: patterns of religious craditionalists and liberals are

i,;.

aaanifestadvn of their positions; re.:;..3arch concerning this aspect provides

more insights than the meager personality profile described above.

Religious

orthodoxy apvears to be related to church participation, 106 although research
is ambiguous as to the direction of the relationship. 107

cates that

p~1·sons

Research also indi-

•

high in orthodoxy are concerned about social status, althougti

nothing definitive has been discovered about its relationship to a specific
status. 108

1 ocial

The relationship between political and theological liberalism and
conservatism was researched by Schindeler and Hoffman with a Canadian sample.
While they found a high correlation between political conservatism and religiom
fundamentalism, they also found that ' 1 being at the liberal end of the theological index does not necessarily indicate a strong association with liberalism. •

. . 10
II

':J

However, Johnson's research with Protestant pastors shows that liberal

and neo-orthodox pastors were naore likely to take a liberal stand on social
issues (federal aid to education, racial segregation, income tax, United States
participation in the United Nations, capital punishment, and foreign aid) than
106John Photiadis, "Overt Conformity to Church Teaching as a Function of
lleligious Belief and Group Participation," American Journal of Socio loll, LXX
(January, 1965), 423.

107 Photiadis and Biggar, "Religiousity, Education, and Ethnic Distance,"
672.
108

Putney and Middleton, "Dimensions and Correlates of Religious Ideolo-

gies," 286.

109

:.::.::ed Schindeler and David Hoffman, "Theological and Political Conservatism: Variations in Attitudes Among Clergymen :;,f one Denomination,"
Canadian Jo1.1rnal of Political :.>cience, I (Decamber~ 1968), 435, 439.
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the conservatives v.:ere to take a conservative stand.

110

This same research

casts dour;:. .Jn the hypothE1sis that frunal theology is the major source of the
political norms of Protestant groups.

This is supported by Hadden and R,ymph

who indicate that the reference group (congregation) of a minister may influence his activity on certain issues more than the theology of his denominadon.

-
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SUlllDBry

of Background Theory and Research

The several avenues of theory and research exami.ned above are not as

disparate as they appear at first to be.

If the dichotomies are grouped, their

relationship becomes clearer:
Open Mind
Tolerance
Independence
Change
Cosmopolitan
Radical Left
Theological
Liberalism

Closed Mind
Authoritarianism
Conformity
Non-Change
Local
Radical Right
Theological
Orthodoxy

Descriptions of the "types" in each column indicate a relationship
among them.

Research comparing some of them substantiates this. 112

We are able to conclude then, with a reasonable amoutit of certainty, that the
dichotomies listed above are descriptive of the same basic concept or personality type.
110 aenton Johnson, ''Theology and the Position of Pastors on Public
Issues," t-merican Sociological Review, XXXII (June, 1967), 433.
lll_;,,ffrey Hadden and Raymond Rymph, "The Marching Ministers," TransAction, III (September-October, 1966), 38-41.
112narker, "Authoritarianism of the Political Right, Center, and Left,"

72- 73. This article gives various relationships to authoritarianism and some
Of the other concepts used in this background information.

-
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In this study, the two type3 will be referred to as traditionalists and

innovator;,

This choice of terms avoids political connotations and

any negative impression of either type.

hopcf~lly,

The definitions of these terms and

the methods by which they were operationalized for this study are given in
the next chapter.

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH PROGEDURE

Development of Hypotheses
The seven sets of polar types identified in the previous chapter are
not unrelated to each other.

The types appear to be describing seven different

dimensions of a single type of orientation.

The purpose of this

res,~arc::h

is

to investigate the relationship among these dimensions.
The terms "innovator11 and "traditionalist" were chosen to identify the
two composite type-concepts in this :Ji:ndy. 1

These two types represent a com-

bination of the polar types described in the previous research.

An innovator

is, therefore, an individual (in this study, a religious sister} who is open
minded, tolerant, challge-oriented, independent, cosmopolitan, radical left,
and theologically liberal.

Conversely, a traditionalist is one who is closed

minded, authoritarian, non-change-oriented, conforming, local, radical right,
and theologically orthodox.
&xamination in descending order of the polar orientations placed under
each type-concept reveals a progression from an abstract and comprehensive
definition of the pole to a concrete and narrow manifestation of the polar
position.

Open mind and closed mind refer to the basic structure of an

1For an explanation of the use of the type-concept in sociological
research aee Arthur L. Stinchcoiabe, Constructing Social Theories (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1968), pp. 43-45.
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individual's belief system rather than to its content. 2

Tolerance and authori•

tarianism, as the titles of the books describing these concepts suggest, deal
with personality types or inter-related complexes of characteristics. 3 While
this set of polar positions may be as comprehensive as open and closed mind,
theY deal with personality characteristics that are more specific and visible
than the belief system.

Change or non-change orientation is based on the

individual's perception of a situation.

Whether the situation is perceived as

a danger or an opportunity will de.i.ermine the individual's change or non-change
orientation. 4
attitude.

These poles narrow the personality type down to a specific

Independent and conforming behavior deals with the observable

actions of individuals as they operate within groups. 5 What these two poles
are actually dealing with is the source of motivation.

Independent individuals

are self-motivated; conforming individuals are group-motivated.

The cosmopol-

itan and local poles concern the general type of activity of individuals within
the larger reference group of the geographic coumunity.

While these types do

imply basic differences in attitude, their definition is based on specific
types of activities.

Radical left and radical right, if considered as the

contemporary manifestations of the liberalism and conservatism poles, also
involve an action or behavior dimension.
orientations underlie the action.
2Above,
P• 17.
3Above,
P• 20.
4Above,
P• 26.
5Above, p. 23.

It is true that basic attitudinal

Yet, in the identification of radical right
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and radical left today, classification is usually on the basis of behavior.
the theological poles of orthodoxy and
est in scope of the polar positions.

liberalis~

in one sense are the narrow-

While they do include belief, attitude,

and behavior, they focus on one specific aspect of the individual's experience,
the religious system.

Thus, their concern is primarily with content.

The focus of the seven polar types moves, then, from structure (of the
belief system and personality), through attitude, UIOtivation and behavior in
general, to specific content (i.e., religion).

The type-concepts of tradition-

alist and innovator are defined as including all of these dimensions.
The central hypothesis of this research concerns the definition of the
composite type-concepts.

It is

hypoth~sized

that the traditionalist and the

innovator differ in the structure of their belief systems and personalities,
attitude toward change, source of motivation, and behavior; and therefore
operate from two difierent systems of meaning.

That is, traditionalists and

innovators differ not only in the way they function within a single aspect of
living (i.e., religious system); this difference is a reflection of a more
basic difference in their fundamental orientation.

The difference is stated

in these hypotheses:
I.
II.

Traditionalists have a lower tolerance for ambiguity than innovator&
Traditionalists view external reality (e.g., significant others,
organizations, situations) as lllOre powerful than innovators.

III.

Traditionalists view situations and abstractions which they judge as
static more positively than those they judge as dynamic. Converaels
innovators view situations and abstractions which they judge as
static more negatively than those they judge as dynamic.

IV.

Traditionalists have a less secure concept of themselves than inno•
vators and are more closely identified with their dominant reference
group.
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v.

vt.

The meanings of the iunediate geographic situations and the wider
environment are significantly different for traditionalists and
innovators.
The meanings of personalistic and organizational concepts are significantly different for traditionalists and innovators.

In addition to these basic hypotheses related to the definitions of the
type-concepts, a set of lower-level hypotheses concerning the demographic
characteristics of innovators aocl traditionalists were formulated:

1.

Traditionalists are older than innovators.

2.

Traditionalists have a lower level of education than innovators.

3.

Traditionalists have a higher status in the religious conaunity
than innovators.

4.

Traditionalists live in mnaller groups of sisters than
innovators.

5.

Traditionalists work in areas of smaller population concentration than innovators.
Descri2tion of the Religious Coaaunity

The population for this study was a religious COlllllunity of sisters
whose headquarters are located in the midwestern area of the United States.
The cOlllllunity was founded in Germany and came to the United States approximately one hundred years ago.

There are no provinces or subgroups within the

structure of the conaunity; the total membership of 950 is governed by a single
executive body.
Of the 950 sisters in the community, approximately 170 are retired.
renaaining 780 active members are primarily engaged in education.

The

Sixty-six

of the seventy-three "missions" of the conmunity are schools, and 574 of the
active sisters (74 percent) work in these schools or are involved in other
education-related work.

II
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Approximately 80 per cent of the collllllunity's "missions'' are located
within the state of Iowa.

Since most new members are recruited from the popu•

tations served by the community, the backgrounds of the members are similar.

A recent survey of the coumunity showed that 41.2 per cent of its members were
living on farms or houses in rural areas at the time they joined the community;

1s.7 per cent were from towns; 15.7 per cent from small to medium-sized cities;
and 5.5 per cent from large cities or suburbs of large cities.
When asked to indicate which class they considered their family to have
belonged to while growing up, 45.6 per cent of the sisters indicated middle
cl3ss; 38.7 per cent working class; 2.9 per cent lower class; and 1.1 per cent

upper class.
The age distribution of the sisters, as determined by the same survey,
was as follows:

23.4 per cent were 30 years of age or younger; 17.9 per cent

were in the 31-40 category; 14.5 per cent were from 41-50; 15.2 per cent in the
51-60 category; 12.6 per cent were 61·70; and 11.9 per cent were over 70 years
of age. 6

From this brief description it is evident that the community is neither
predominantly young nor old, and is homogeneous in the activities and background of its members.

Because of this homogeneity, extreme differences

within the co111DUnity, such as innovation and traditionalism, are IllOre obvious,
but are probably not as far apart on a continuum as they would be in a more
heterogeneous coamunity.
6

Even though the present study does not emphasize the

The sources of the statistics in this section are the private records
of the coaaunity and the Sister's Survei conducted by the Conference of Major
Religious Superiors of Women's Institutes of the United States of America.
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organizational aspect of the religious cOD1Dunity and its influence on the
individual sister, it is a factor which cannot be ignored.

This brief sketch

of the population from which the sample was drawn is an attempt to take that
factor into consideration.
Selection of the Sample
The sample of traditionalist and innovative sisters from this religious
community was selected by the reputational method.

The composite type-concepts

of traditionalist and innovator were operationalized by describing characteristics of the theologically orthodox and liberal sisters as they would operate
within a religious community.

The descriptions were based on observations of

the researcher within the community to be sampled and were purposely confined

to this specific aspect to ensure the selection of the sftmple on the basis of
the most visible dimension of the type-concept.
The traditionalists and innovators, identified only as Type A and Type

B, are described below:
'l)'peA

Place a high value on:
conservation of the past and
tradition
monastic living patterns (e.g.,
cloister, silence, habit)
set prayer forms
eschatological theological orientation (e.g., relation to God
directly is important, the world
has dangerous elements)
traditional asceticism
institutional commitments and
traditional ap~stolates
comllland and obedience response
structure
conformity

Place a high value on:

change and adaptation
non-monastic living patterns
free prayer forms
incarnational spirituality (e.g.,
being present to men, relating
to laity, the world is good)
functional asceticism
different and untried apostolates
individual initiative and
collegiality
innovation

A panel of forty-three sisters was selected to assist in identifying
the innovative and traditionalist sisters.

Thid composition of the panel was

further assurance that the sample would be identified on the basis of visible
manifestations of the two orientations within the religious couaunity.

The

panel was selected in such a way that there would be representation from as
many of the different "missions" of the community as possible.

Fro111 a list

of approximately 250 sisters gathered at one location for a meeting, those who
had lived at the same mission during the past year were grouped, and the sister

whose name was first in alphabetic.al order was selected to be a member of the
pa"1el.

In thia way, forty-three of the seveut:y-three missions of the community

were represented on the panel.
~o

This

m~chod

of selection was also an att8111pt

ensure an age and geographic representation.
The panel met together and the members were told that chey had been

randomly selected to help idencify two groups of sisters with different value
patterns.

They were told that this was for research purposes, that the identiQ

of chose coiJIPrising the panel would remain anonymous, and that other criteria
besides the information they gave would be used in the final selection of the
two groups.

Then each member of the panel was given a paper listing the

descriptive characteristics of the traditioILS'.list and innovative sisters, with
i;he descriptions identified only as Type A and Type B.
panel were instructed to list as many sisters as they
fit the description of either type.

The members of the
wish~d

whoua they thought

They were told that they could include
I

themselve~ in the listing. 7

11

,,

,I·1'1

7A copy of the form used by the panel is included in Appendix A.

i!I
1

11

r11

'I
I
I

11

These same descriptions, still identified only as Type A and 'J.)"pe B
were given to four members of the executive board of the religious coaaunity.
These sisters, known as regional coordinators, are responsible for sisters
within four geographic regions.

They visit the missions within these regions

several times each year and are responsible for the placement of sisters within
their region.

For this reason, each coordinator baa a broad perspective of her

region, and therefore views each individual sister within a larger reference
group than that in which the individual sisters view each other.

Each regional

coordinator was asked to select fifteen sisters from her region whom she
thought best fit each type. 8
From these two sources, a list of Type A (traditionalist) and Type B
(innovative) sisters was compiled, indicating the number of times each sister's
name was mentioned.

One hundred and thirty different sisters were named for

the traditionalist description.

Of these three were eliminated because of

incapacity to answer or acquaintance with the research.

Ninety of the

remaining 127 were named once, 28 were named twice, and 9 were named three
tilles.

Those 37 sisters who were named two or three times were selected as

the sample of traditionalist sisters.
For 'J.)"pe B (innovators), 183 different sisters were named.
we~e

Two of these

eliminated because of departure from the comaunity or acquaintance with

the research.

Of the remaining 181 sisters, 119 were named once, 39 were named

twice, 15 were named three times, 5 named four times, and l named five times,
and 2 named six times.
8

The 23 sisters who were named three or more times were

See Appendix A for the form used by regional coordinators.

'1

!1
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selected to be part of the sample of innovative sisters.

In order to make the

saq>le equal to the sample of 37 traditionalist sisters, 14 of the

~isters

from

the list of those named twice were randomly selected by assigning each sister
4

number and selecting 14 by using a table of random numbers.

Therefore, the

sample of innovators also contained 37 sisters.
The two groups were treated separately at all stages of the research.
This was done by marking the forms which were

~ent

to the innovative sisters.

Description of the Instrument
The most logical approach in selecting an instrument for the research
appeared to be to compile one which would include those used in previous
research to measure open and closed mindedness, authoritarianism and tolerance,
change and non•cbange orientation, conformity and independence, radical right
and left, and theological liberalism and orthodoxy.

Since the validity and

reliability of such a combination of portions of instruments would be difficult
to establish, a single instrument which could measure the hypothesized difference in basic syst811l8 of meaning was used.
l'he semantic differential was chosen as the instrument for this study
because from its inception it was designed to measure meaning.

Through its

use in various areas of research, the technique has become a measure of various
aspects of meaning not defined by its original authors and is one of the most
i111portant techniques available for quantitatively measuring meaning.
Charles Osgood, George Suci, and Percy Tannenbaum are the originators
of the semantic differential technique.

In their book, The Measurement of

!!!_aning, they explain the technique and give examples of its application to
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attitude measurement, personality and psychotherapy research, and comnunication1
research. 9 A brief summary of the meaning of "meaning" and an explanation of
the measurement technique is necessary here so that the relevance of this
instrument to the present study can be demonstrated.
Even though the definitions of meaning are varied and perhaps more
philosophical than psychological or sociological, social scientists hcve
recognized the importance of this variable:
Most social scientists would agree--talking freely on commonsense
grounds••that how a person behaves in a situation depends upon what
that situation means or signifies to him. And most would also agree
that one of the 111<>st important factors in social activity is meaning
and change in meaning·-wf8ther it be termed "attitude," or "value, 0
or sOlllething else again. 1
Meaning, as defined by the authors of the semantic differential, is
"that process or state in the behavior of a sign-using organism which 1a
assumed to be a necessary consequence of the reception of sign-stimuli and a
necessary antecedent for the production of sign-responses. 11 11
meaning is identified as a representational mediation process.

Furthermore,
This type of

process ties particular signs to particular significate (stimuli) rather than
to others, and is formally stated in the following manner:
A pattern of stimulation which is not the significate is a
significate if it evokes in the organism a mediating process,
(a) being SOllM! fractional part of the total behavior elicited
significate and (b) producing responses which would not occur

sign of that
this process
by the
without

i

9charles E. Osgood, George J. Suet, and Percy H. Tannenbaum, I.9!
Measurement of Meaning (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1957),

lO!lli·,

P• 1.

ll!lli·,

p. 9.

I

'I

I'

I

d
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the previous contiguity of non•significate and significate patterns of
stimulation. 12
This complex process is concerned with the meaning of the sign, and in
•ffect relates the cognitive state of meaning defined above with behavior.

rrom their analysis of the meaning of 11meaning," Osgood, Suci, and TannenbaWll
conclude that "the meanings which different individuals have for the same
signs will vary to the extent that their behaviors toward the things signified
have vari e d • 1113

It is emphasized that meaning is a relational or process

concept:
It is because language signs have certain meanings in the psychological
sense (i.e., are associated with certain representational processes) that
they are used consistently in certain aittif!ions and consistently produce
certain behaviors (sociological meaning).

The semantic differential technique has been extended to include the
measurement of attitudes.

The authors of the technique have found it feasible

to identify "attitude" as one of the major dimensions of meaning-in•general. 15

From this extension, and fro• the wide variations in the applications of the
technique in the past ten years. it is reasonable to conclude that the semantic
differential is adequate for measuring the various dimensions of meaning. 16
12

!!?!!! . ,

13.!!?.!!·

J

p. 7.
P• 9.

141bid •• p. 10.
15 tbid., p. 189.

16
A recent aourcebook which includes studies on the teclmique
well as its application during the past ten years in cross-cultural,
naental, experimental and social psychology, personality and clinical
and esthetics and co11111W1ication research has been edited by James G.
Charles E. Osgood, Semantic Differential Technique (Chicago: Aldine
Company, 1969).

itself as
developpsycholo&Yi
Snider and
Publishing

1
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since the present study entailed investigation of two different systems

meaning and their structural, attitudinal, motivational, and behavioral dimensions, this technique was selected as the most appropriate.
The problem of finding a way to measure meaning was for the authors of
the semantic differential basically one of "finding a kind of measurable

activity or behavior of sign-using organisms which was maximally

dep~ndent

upon and sensitive to meaningful states, and mlnimally dependent upon other
variable."17

The semantic differential technique was established after an

examination of various types of other methods including physiological, learning
perceptual, association, and scaling.

Essentially, the semantic differential

is a combination of controlled association and scaling procedures which use
linguistic encoding (ordinary intentional language) as an index of meaning.18
The subject is provided with a concept and a set of bipolar adjectival scales

against which he differentiates the concept.

The direction of the association

and its intensity is indicated on the seven-step scale. 19
The scales used in the semantic differential technique have meaning only
in their relation to the semantic space, a Euclidian region of some unknown
dimensionality.

Each semantic scale, defined by a pair of polar adjectives

represents a straight line passing through the origin of the space, with a
S811tple of such scales representing a multidimensional space. 20

Through much

17 osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, The Measurement of Meaning, p. 11.
18

1bid. , pp. 10-20.

$.9,!lli., p. 20.
20

!lli.. '

p • 25.
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research involving various concepts and 3cales and the use of a

r.H~ries

of

factor analyses, the following conclusions were reached:
Three factors appear to be dominant, appearing in most of the analyses
made and in roughly the same orders of magnitude••evaluation. potency,
and activity. However, it is also evident the functional semantic space
is to some degree modifiable in terms of what kinds of concepts are
being judged, i.e., the relative importance and relationship anaong factors
may vary with the frame of reference of judgments. Certainly, specific
scales may change their meaning, in the factorial composition sen;~:;,
as a function of the concept being judged.21
There are no standard concepts or standard scales for the semantic
differential; rather both are selected according to the purposes of the
research.

Twenty-six concepts were originally selected for the semantic dif·

ferential to be given to the traditionalist and innovative sisters in this
study.

In the selection of the concepts, those were chosen which would be

familiar to all of the subjects and have a relatively unambiguous meaning. 22
Also, concepts were selected w}t.ich dealt with various aspects of the subject's
experience:

herself, the religious conaunity, the church, the secular world.

The concepts in the •>rder in which they were used in the pre-test are listed

below:
1.

2.

J.
4.

s.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Initiative
The world today
Prayer
Conmunism
Parochial school system
Involvement
My religious congregation
~ local religious conmunity
Myself

10.

Black Power

11.

My father

12.

The church today
Vietnam war
Freedom
My mother
Celibacy
The future
Authority

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

21
llli· t p. 72. It was also noted that in most of the research the
three dominant factors of evaluation, potency, and activity did not completely
exhaust the dimensions of the semantic space.

22 Ibid., p. 78.
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19.

20.
21.

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

Religious life today
~~udent dissent
Change
Inner city apoatolate

Tr!'di tion
Structure
The past
Following rules

The choice of the scales was influenced by previous factorial work
which had reduced the number of potentially usuable scales to a limited but
representative number. 23

The three dominant factors of evaluation, potency,

and activity were used and three scales were selected to represent each factor.
The selection of the scales was based on the factor loadings.

Those which were

fJf\/--

1118.Xim& l ly loaded on the own factor and minimally loaded on the other were
selected from a list of fifty scales. 24 From these, the scales which were
most relevant to the concepts being judged and were least likely to be variously interpreted were selected.

The nine scales selected are listed below in

the order in which they were used in the pre-test:

fast
small
dishonest
brave
sharp
bad
active
unpleasant
strong

- slow
- large
- honest
cowardly
.. dull
- good
• inactive
pleasant
weak

The evaluative scales in the list above are dishonest-honest, bad-good,
and unpleasant-pleasant; the potency scales are small-large, brave-cowardly,

and strong-weak; the activity scales are fast-slow, sharp-dull, and activepassive.

The scales represanting the same factor were not grouped together on

231bid., pp. 31-75. In these pages the authors describe the factor
dOOe on several early large-scale studies.

analyse.;

24 Ibid., p. 37. The authors of the semantic differential do not define
the three"'"'d'miinant factors ~s concepts in ~hemselve~, but rather describe them
by referring to the scales which represent them.
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the form; also, the direction of the poles were
poles do

no~

uniform (i.e., positive

not always appear on the same end of the scale) in order to prevent

the formation ,,f a response set.

25

Five traditionalists and five innovators were selected on the basis of
the researcher's knowledge of the living patterns of these sisters and formed
the group on which the instrt.."Dent was pre-tested.

None of those in the pre-

test group were in the previously selected sample.

The mean factor scores for

each concept were determinetl for the traditionalist and innovator pre•test
groups.

Three concepts (INITIATIVE, TH.I;; FUTURE, and THE PAST) were eliminated

because the difference in the mean factor scores was very slight.

One concept

(CELIBACY) was eliminated because it was alllbiguous and was variously inter-

preted, as indicated by writing on the pre-test forms.

PAROCHIAL SCHOOL

SYSTEM was clarified by changing it to TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS. and
FOLLOWING RULES was clarified by adding in parentheses IN RELIGIOUS LIFE.
The final semantic differential form contained twenty-two concepts,

each accompanied by the nine scales representing the three factors.

Eight

items requesting demographic information (age, amount of education, socio•
economic status of family, size of home town, present status and occupation in
the COlllllunity, size of group living with, and size of town in which working)
and a cover letter were appended to the form. 20

The form was sent to the

thirty-seven traditionalists and thirty-seven innovators who had been selected
in the manner described above.
25tbid., pp. 76-85. These pages give instructions for the construction
and adminIS"tration of the semantic differential.
26A copy of the form is included in Appendix B.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Demographic Description of the Sample
Both the traditionalist and innovative sample groups contained thirtyseven sisters.

The semantic differential forms were mailed to each subject,

and an envelope for return was enclosed.

Of the forms sent to the innovative

group, 35 were returned; 1 of these was blank; 1 was invalid because the
concepts were qualified in a manner indicating ambiguous interpretation; and
3 were returned too late to be,included in the analysis.
for analysis.
were returned.

This left 30 forms

All of the forms sent to sisters in the traditionalist group
However, of the 37, 3 were blank, 3 were invalid because more

than one position was checked on a scale, and 1 was returned too late to be
included in the analysis.

Therefore, the number of innovator forms for

analysis was also 30.
Analysis of the eight background

~nformation

questions appended to the

form indicated the basic characteristics of each group and provided data for
investigation of the five lower-level demographic hypotheses of the study. 1
Table 1 shows the age distribution of each group.

The IDOdal age cate-

gory for traditionalist sisters was 51-00; for innovative sisters, the modal
t'The lower-level hypotheses are stated on pp. 55-56 above.
Appendix B for the background infol'lllation questions.
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category was 31-40.

This indicates support of Hypothesis 1 which states that

traditionalists are older than innovators.

TABLE 1
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
under 20 21·30 31·40 41•50 51-60 61-70 71-80 over 80
Traditionalists

0

0

3

3

13

7

4

l

Innovators

0

10

12

6

2

0

0

0

0

10

15

9

15

7

4

l

Total

i

1

111

I,,,;1
~:

.73

p<\(.001)

& p ~.0005

To further investigate this hypothesis, the null hypothesis of no difference
in the age distribution of the traditionalist and innovative groups was tested
by computing lambda(J'). 2

The row variable of type of group was considerad

the dependent variable, with age as the independent variable.
found to be .73, significant at the .0005 level. 3

Lambda was

Since lambda is a direc-

tional measure of association, the value of .73 indicates that 73 per cent
fewer errors in predicting the dependent variable (traditionalism or innovatioq
2This measure of association was chosen in preference to the contingency
coefficient since one of the variables was measured at the nominal level, and
also because the correction factor for C could not be applied since the tables
were not square.
3

Since lambda is based on chi-square, the tables were collapsed and
chi-square calculated to determine the level of significance.
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.,.ill be made by utilizing knowledge of the independent variable (age) than by
predicting on the basis of the marginal modal attribute.4

The null hypothesis

of no difference between the age distribution of the traditionalist and inno•
vative groups was rejected in favor of the original hypothesis that traditionalists are older than innovators.
The education level of the traditionalist and innovative groups is
shown in Table 2.

Master's degree is the modal response for traditionalists,

college graduate for innovators.

This indication of a relationship is not in

the direction predicted by Hypothesis 2 which states that traditionalists have
a lower level of education than innovators.
TABLE 2

EDUCATION LEVEL OF TlW>IT,f.ONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
No
college

Some college;
no degree

College
graduate

Master's
degree

Ph.D.
degree

Traditionalists

1

2

12

14

1

Innovators

0

4

17

9

0

1

6

29

23

1

'

Total

7'-· .23

p

11

%(.30) :: .15

The null hypothesis of no difference in the education level of the two groups
was tested by computing lambda.

As indicated, the value of lambda is .23,

4John H. Mueller, Karl F. Schuessler, and Herbert L. Costner, Statisti•
cal Reasoning in Sociology (2nd ed.; Boston: Houghton Mifflin co., 1970), p.225.
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showing a slight relationship between the independent (age) and dependent
(traditionalist•innovator) variables.

dince the level of significance is .ls.

tbe null hypothesis of no difference in the education level of the two groups
cannot be rejected at an acceptable level, and therefore, Hypothesis 2 cannot
be accepted.
The status of sisters within the religious coDIDWlity refers to two
characteristics:

positions of leadership (known as "superior") and permanency

of membership in the community (temporary or perpetual; perpetual membership
follows a designated period of temporary membership, usually five to eight
years).

Table 3 shows the response of the two groups to the question con-

cerning status within the conmunity.

The categories are arranged in ascending

order of status.
TABLE 3

STATUS OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
IN THE RELIGIOUS COMHU'NITY
Temp.

prof.

Perp. prof.
non-superior

Former

superior

Sup. for
f irat time

Sup., now
and fonaerly

Traditionalists

0

14

12

0

4

Innovators

2

15

6

0

7

2

29

18

0

11

Total

/'- : .20

p • \(.20) • • 10

The modal category for both groups is 1 'perpetual profession, never a superior."

However

twice as man

traditionalists as innovators have been su eriors, but
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do not hold that leadership position now.
are superiors at the present time.

More innovators than traditionalists

The association between status in the

codlunity and traditionalism or innovation is weak, as indicated by a lambda of
•2o.

Hypothesis 3 which states that traditionalists have a hisher status in

the religious cOIDIJlunity than innovatos.:s cannot be accepted since the significance level of lambda (.10) is not high enough to reject the null hypothesis
of no difference between the status of the

~wo ~roups.

The groups of sisters ("local religious cOlllllunity") with whom the
respondents live could be called their principal reference groups.

Previous

research indicated that reference groups influence attitude change by functioning as a source of new ideas or a pressure group for confonaity.

Knowledge

of local religious couaunity living, coupled with previous research, led to
the formulation of Hypothesis 4:
sisters than innovators.

Traditionalists live in smaller groups of

The rationale for this hypothesis is that groups

with fewer sisters will have a lower probability of diversity of ideas.

There-

fore, sisters living in these small groups will be less exposed to new ideas
and so less open to change.

Table 4, which shows the response to the question

regarding the size of the local religious co1111unity, appears to support this
hypothesis.

Ten traditionalists lived in groups of five or fewer sisters; no

innovators lived in groups of this size.
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;:iii.Ji: OF LOCAL ,{.c.J..IGIOUS COiiNJNI.TY OF

TAADITIOHALISTS AND

-·--·---~rradi

INiiOVATOi.~

b-10
11-20
2-5
___ ··------·
---- ,,.__._ -~-

~·

tionalists

~

~,.

over 30

21-30

_____

_,., ....

--~

10

5

8

2

5

0

7

18

3

2

Innovators

----·
Total

---

10

12

26

5

-·---- ·-----

~

p< ~( .01) : p

< .005

The lambda value of .t+3 indicates a stronger association between this
variable and the type of group than either education level or status in the
community.

In predictin;:; the dependent variable (traditionalism or innovation)

43 per cent fewer errors will be made by utilizing knowledge of the size of
the local religious coi:mtUnity.

The significance level of .005 allows rejection

of the null hypothesis of no difference in the size of the local religious

comaunity for traditionalists and innovators.

Therefore, Hypothesis 4, tradt•

tionalists live in smaller groups of sisters than innovators, is supported.
Because densely populated areas provide opportunity for diversity of

ideas and activity, Hypothesis 5 states that traditionalists work in areas of
smaller population concentration than innovators.

Table 5 indicates that

while the modal response for both groups is "small to medium city," more
traditionalists than innovators work in towns and more innovators than tradi•
tionalista work in suburbs of large cities.
works

However, an equal number of

/4

TABLE 5
SIZ.1 01' GEOGRAPHIC COMMUNITY IN WHICH
TRAUITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS WORK

----------------------·-------------·--··---,
-· -·-·----·----,-----.r----.--- ----..---·----.----------4
Farm

Town

Sm-med. city

Large city

Traditionalists

0

12

14

3

1

Innovators

0

6

15

3

6

Total

___

~>uburb

of lg city

___ ____ ____--"'------·---------29

18

0

..__

.

7

6

..

7':

.20

p

= l(.20)

• • 10

!'he small lambda value of .20 indicates very weak association between
size of geographic coUllllUllity and traditionalism or innovation for these sample
groups.

The null hypothesis of no difference in the size of the geographic

comaunity for the two groups cannot be rejected at an acceptable level.

Therefore. Hypothesis 5 is not supported

by

these data.

The three remaining background information questions support the fact
that the community from which the groups of traditionalists and innovators

were selected possesses

M

high degree of bomogeneity. 5 \!hen asked to indicate

which group they considered their f&lllily to have beloneed to, the sisters

responded as indicated by Table 6.

Since all but two of the respondents indi•

cated middle or working class, no further analysis was done on the data.
5Abovc, p. 57.
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TABLE 6
FAMILY IACIGIOUND OF TlW>ITIO!fALISTS AND INNOVATORS
Traditionalists

Innovators

Upper class

0

0

Middle class

12

10

Working class

18

18

0

2

30

30

Lower class
Total

Likewise, the size of the home towns of the reap.Jndents indicated a
similarity in background.

Table 7 shows that one-half of the sisters in the

innovative group and approximately one•thirc:l of those in the traditionalist
group consider a farm as their "home town."
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TABLE 7

SIZE OF HOME TOWNS OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
Traditionalists

I Innovators

Farm

9

5

Town

9

4

11

9

Large city

1

0

Suburb of a
large city

0

2

Small-medium
city

r

i
I

jl

;,

,,'

' '1',
,:'11

Total

30

30

l,'I

i

lj'
j,

t

Homogeneity of present occupation as well as similar background is indi·
cated by the responses of both groups to the question asking for each sister's
principal work.

Table 8 shows that 21 of the traditionalists and 18 of the

innovators are engaged in teaching or school administration.

i
'.I'' ,'!
I

1,1
11

j;,I

II

1:1'
i1!

I
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TABLJ:; 8

OCCUPATION OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
Traditionalists
Teaching

(ele111.)·~1--

Innovators

11

7

4

7

Teaching (college)

l

0

Teaching (music)

l

1

Elem school principal

0

3

Nursing or other
hospital work

2

2

4

0

Student

l

4

Other

2

I
I

Teaching (h.s.)

I

Food or dOl.llestic
service
I

Total

30

I

6

30

The data froua these questions indicate a certain basic similarity in the
backgrounds and occupations of the traditionalist and innovative sisters.

The

variables which appear to be the beat predictors of traditionalism or innovation for this sample are age of the sister and the size of the local conaunity
of sisters with whom she lives.
Semantic Seace of Traditionalists and Innovators
The central hypothesis of this study--that innovators and traditionalists operate from two differant systems of meaning••can be investigated as a

I

0 ,;.;..;::.c, general

hypothesis in its:::l.'.:

'_.,~fore

considering the five hypotheses

which refer to the more specific dimensions of the systems of meaning.

A

comparison of the location of concepts within the semantic spaces of the two
groups reflects the similarities and dLl:ferences in the total meaning structure
of each group.

-----

Mean Factor Scores

-

Each scale was scored by assigning a digit from -3 to +3 to the seven

scale positions; the positive poles of the scale were assigned positive numbers
and the negative numbers were assigned to the negative
to the neutral middle position.

pole~,

with 0 assigned

The respondents' scores on each scale for

each of the twenty-two concepts was calculated.

The mean scale scores for the

traditionalist group and the innovative group were calculated by dividing the
sum of the scale scores for each group by 30, the number of subjects in each
group.

This was done for each scale, yielding 9 mean scale scores for each of

the 22 concepca.
represented.
pleasant.

The scale scores were grouped according to the factors they

Evaluative scales were dishonest-honest, bad-good, and unpleasant

The potency factor was represented by the small-large, brave-

cowardly, and strong-weak scales.

The scales comprising the activity factor

were fast-slow, sharp-dull, and active-passive.

The mean factor score for

each concept in each of the two groups was calculated by dividing the sum of
each set of scale scores by three.

These mean factor scores--evaluative,

potency, activity--were the basic data used in analysis.

Table 9 gives these

scores for each concept in the traditionalist and innovative groups.

TABLE 9
MEAN FACTOR RATINGS OF CONCEPTS BY TRADITIONALIST AND INNOVATIVE GROUPS
Evaluative Factor Scores

Potency Factor Scores

a

Activity Factor Scores

Concepts
Trad.
WORLD TODAY

.400
1. 722
-2.389
2.033
1.233
2.089
2.011
2.011
-.233
2.522
2.256
-.933
1.211
2.756
1.444
1.400
-.844
.656
.989
1.089
1.089
1.456

PRAYER

I

COMMUNISM
PAROCHIAL SCH.
INVOLVEMENT
RELIG. CONG.
LOCAL REL. COMM.
MYSELF
BLACK POWER.
MY FATHER

CHURCH TODAY

VIETNAM WAR
FREEDOM
MY MOTHER

AUnIORITY
RELIG. LIFE T'DY
STUDENT DISSENT
CHANGE

INNER CITY
TRADITION
STRUCTURE
FOLi.WING RULES

Innov.
.822
2.078
-1.378
1.266
2.055
1.644
1.677
2.077
1.011
2.366

.soo

-2.100
2.088
2.588
.633
1.267
.522
1.567
1.322
.022
-.200
-.211

Trad.

Innov.

.389
.511
1.022
1.011

.333
1.511
.856
.622
1.722
1.044
.877
1.366
1.566
1.688
.100

1.000

1.633
.789
1.178
1.111
1.978
1.944
.844
1.211
1.889
.322
.467
.822
1.556
.678
.322
.178
.789

Trad.

.on

1.955
2.055
.411
.744
1.067
1.567
.944
-.078
-.122
-.167

I
a All factor scores are positive unless otherwise indicated.

I

2.144
.756
1.578
1.344
1.133
1.789
1.467
1.011
1.700
1.800
1.522
.389
1.378
1.656
.200
1.333
1.289
1.744
.800
.044
.233
.356

Innov.
1.822
1.144
.978
.844
1.700
.888
1.222
1.522
1.633
1.166
.044
.422
1.466
1.455
.500
.989
1.578
1.567
1.256
-.733
-.789
-.900
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Portions of these data are analyzed in detail in conjunction with later
hypotheses, but simple visual analysis indicates the range of the factor scores
for each group.

For the evaluative factor, the most negative concept for the
'.!

traditionalist group was COMMUNISM (-2.389), and the most positive was MY
MOTHER (+2.756).

Innovators rated VIETNAM WAR as most negative on this factor

(-2.100), and also rated MY MOTHER as the most positive of the concepts

(+2.5~

The range of the potency factor scores was not as wide as that of the evaluative scores for either group.

Traditionalists rated STRUCTURE as least power-

ful (-.178) and MY FATHER as most powerful (+l.998).

'
'I

FOLLOWING RULES was

I
I
I

rated by innovators as least powerful (-.167) and MY MOTHER rated as most

!,,1'1'

powerful (+2.055).

Both groups rated THE WORLD TODAY as most active (+2.144

11

i~:

'I,

for traditionalists and +1.822 for innovators).

i:

However, the concept rated

,I I

'I'

as least active by the traditionalists was TRADITION (-.044), while FOLLOWING

1:1,1''

1'
!l',11

,;

RULES was rated least active by innovators (•.900).

While the range of factor

l'1

l:

'II'

scores is not the most useful way to interpret these data, it nevertheless
indicates differences between the two groups:

iljl'' I!,II''

the concepts evaluated as most

extreme are different in several cases, and the range of scores is wider for
the innovative group on the evaluation and activity factors, but on the potency
factor the traditionalist group has a wider range of scores.
The mean factor scores recorded in Table 9 are more meaningful if they
are used to represent the concepts of each group on the semantic space.

The

evaluative, potency, and activity scales are represented as axes placed in
mutual orthogonal relation to each other, and intersecting at the origin.
The space defined by these three axes is called the semantic space.

By using

the factor scores as coordinates, it is possible to locate each concept within

11

, I
I

1

81
three-dimensional space.6
each croup.
the graph.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the semantic space

The concepts are numbered according to the key given below

The base of the projection for the concept gives its rating on the

evaluative (vertical axis) and the potency (horizontal axis) factors.

The

length of the projection gives the rating of the concept on the activity factorj
a solid projection indicates a rating toward the active end of the scale, and
a broken projection indicates a rating toward the passive end.

The scores

which are plotted for each concept are the mean factor scores given in Table 9.
Comparisons of positions of the same concept in the two semantic spaces
are made in the specific hypotheses analyzed below, but some general

differenc~

and similarities in the two spaces can be indicated here.
6osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, The Measurement of Meaning, pp. 89-90.
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Most of the concepts are located in the upper right quadrant on both
spaces which means that both groups rate most of the concepts as positive,
strong, and active.

Traditionalists rate COMMUNISM, VIETNAM WAR, STUDENT

DISSENT, and BLACK POWER as negative.

VIETNAM WAR as negative.

Innovators rate only COMMUNISM and

The innovative semantic space contains a cluster of

chree concepts--TRADITION, STRUCTURE, and FOLLOWING RULES--in the lower left

quadrant which means they are rated as negative, weak, and inactive.
In addition to these obvious differences in the locations of single
concepts, clusters of concepts are evident in each semantic space.

In the

traditionalist space, MY MOTHER, MY FATHER, and THE CHURCH TODAY form an
obvious cluster.

These three concepts on the innovative space are not clus-

tered, with the position of THE CHURCH TODAY being widely separated from the
other two.

The concepts of STRUCTUR&, TRADITION, AUTHORITY, and FOLLOWING

RULES are located in close proxilllity on the traditionalist space.

As mentioned

above, TRADITION, STRUCTURE, and FOLLOWING RULES are also clustered in the
innovative space, but the position of the cluster is significantly different.
MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COHMlJNITY, TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, and MYSELF form
another cluster in the traditionalist space.

In the innovative space, TEACHING

IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS and KY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY are located near to
each other, but MYSELF is removed from these.

Clustered with these two in the

innovative apace are RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY, INNER CITY APOSTOLATE, and KY
RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION.
A pair of concepts which are in close proximity in both the semantic
spaces are INVOLVEMENT and FREEDOM; however their positions in the space are
different for each group.

RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY and PRAYER appear to be paired

in the traditionalist space.

However, in the innovative space they are located

further apart.
These superficial observations of differences in position, clusters,
and pairs of concepts are not meant to indicate significant differences in the
cwo senaantic spaces, nor are they an exhaustive analysis of the spaces.

It is

apparent that there are only a few distinct clusters within either of the
spaces, and that the basic position of most of the concepts (upper right quadrant) is the same for both groups.

The semantic space serves as a convenient

way of visualizing the relationship of the concepts to each other within each
group and as a means of comparing the total configurations to each other.

As

the figures are referred to in an analysis of the specific hypotheses, their
usefulness becomes more apparent.
Distance Between Concepts
Graphs of the two semantic spaces do not provide a quantitative measure
of the difference in meaning of two concepts.

The generalized distance formula

of solid geometry has been applied to semantic differential data to obtain the
linear distance between points in the semantic space.
Dil

:~ ['j

In the formula,

di1 2 , Dil is the linear distance between the points representing

concepts i and l• dil is the algebraic difference between coordinates 1 and 1
on the same scale, j.

Summation is over all the scales.

The D may be calcu-

lated between different concepts within the same group or between the same
concept in two different groupa. 7
7Ibid., pp. 90-93. In these pages the originators of the semantic
differential technique explain the use of the distance formula and list the
assumptions involved in the use of D: "For one thing, it is assumed that the
intervals both within a single scale and between different scales are equal. If
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Each concept's position on the two semantic spaces was compared by
calculating the distance between them, i.e., the distance between the points
representing THE WORLD TODAY on the traditionalist space and THE WORLD TODAY
on the innovative space was calculated by the D formula.

This distance was

calculated by sunnning the differences in the nine scale scores.
for each of the twenty-two concepts.

This was done

Table 10 shows these distances between

the concepts, ranked from largest to smallest.
these units are not in fact equal, the distance in the semantic space between
A and B is not strictly comparable with that between C and D, say, and the
D formula is inapropriate. . . . A second assumption that must be made when
D is used is that the variables (scales or factors) across which the differenc~
are taken are independent. This is apparent in the geometric model in which
the factors are represented by orthogonal axes. If the scales are not essentially independent, the investigator may conclude that a large D between two
variables represents a large psychological discrimination between them in the
total semantic space, when in reality the discrimination is mainly in one
dimension which happens to be magnified by summing over correlated variables.
This, incidentally, is also the reason why we must use an equal number of
scales to represent each factor in constructing any form of the differential.
In part, at least, we satisfy this assumption by choosing scales shown to be
essentially independent by our factor analytic work."
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TABLE 10
DISTANCES BETWEEN CONCEPTS FOR TRADITIONALIST
AND INNOVATIVE GROUPS
Distance Measure

Concept
THE CHURCH TODAY •
FOJ~LOWING

RULES

.

..
...
.• • .•
.
... •
...
TRADITION . . . . .
.... •
STUDENT DISSENT

STRUCTURE
VIETNAM WAR
AUTHORITY • •
~REEDOM

BLACK POWER
INVOLVeMENT
RELIGIOUS CONG
COMMUNISM

....

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

CHANGE .

.

.

PBAYER • •
• •
LOCAL REL. COO!.

•

.

....

..•
....

... .
.•
.....
.... ..
.
..... ....

THE WORLD TODAY
•
INNER CITY APOSTOLATE
MY FATHER
.
MYSELF •
RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY •
MY MOTHER

4. 724
3. 723
3.320
3.246
2.653
2.653
2.638
2.599
2.564
2.238
2.224
2.158
2.041
1.983
1.852
1.405

1.333
1.314
1.295
1.237
1.167
.988

i

II'

These distances indicate which concepts traditionalists and innovators
are most similar and most different in perceiving.

A larger distance indicates

more difference in the perception of the concept by the two groups.

For the

interpretation of this set of distances, the relative size rather than the
absolute size of each D is important.

It is not possible to say whether the

distance between the two groups' perception of THE CHURCH TODAY (4.724) is a
"large" distance, or that of MY MOTHER (.988} "small."

It is, however,

possible to say of these two concepts that if their meanings, as expressed by
traditionalists and innovators, were located by points on the same semantic
space, the two points representing MY MOTHER would be approximately four times

......
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closer than the two representing THE ClIDRCH TODAY.
With this perspective of relative size in mind, an examination of the
twenty-two distances reveals that the meaning of THE CHURCH TODAY is much
different from the rest of the concepts.
this

conce~t

The 0 between the points representing

for each group is one unit larger than the next largest D,

FOLLOWING RULES.

This is the largest interval between the ranked D's.

The

four concepts whi.ch are farthest apart on the semantic space--THE CHURCH TODAY,

FOLLOWING RULES, STRUCTURE, VIETNAM WAR-·do not reflect any specific type of
concept; they refer to religious community life, the church, and the secular
world.

More simUarity can be seen in the four concepts which are closest in

the semantic space, MY MOTHER, RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY, MYSELF, and MY FATHER.
Except for RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY, these all refer to the personal aspect of the
respondent's life rather than to an external organization or event.
The distance between the position of the same concept for the two
groups reveals similarities and differences in the meanings given the concepts
by

the two groups.

Within each of the groups it is possible to calculate the

I

II,j
'I

.I

i

distance between each concept and every other concept in the space.

For

example, it is possible to calculate the distance between the point which
represents THE WORLD TODAY on the space and each of the other twenty•one
points which represent a concept.

These D's were calculated by sunning the

differences between scale scores for each possible pairing of the twenty•two
concepts.

Table 11 shows these distances between concepts for each group.

I
I I

TABLE 11
DISTANCES BETWEEN EACH CONCEPI FOR TRADITIONALIST AND INNOVATIVE GROUPSa
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
lo'

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

o.

1.
2.

THE WORLD TODAY
PRAYER
COMMUNISM
PAROCHIAL SCH.
INVOLVEMENT
RELIGIOUS CONG.
LOCAL REL. COMM.
MYSELF
BLACK POWER
MY FATHER
THE CHURCH,TOIDAY
VIETNAM WAR
FREEOOM
MY IDTHER
AUTHORITY
REL. LIFE TODAY
STUDENT DISSENT
CHANGE
INNER CITY APOST.
TRADITION
STRUCTURE
FOLLOWING RULES

4.21
5.02
2.79
4.95
3.12
2.52
3.35
4.49
4.27
3.86
5.37
4.35
4.91
3.13
2.76
3.14
3.02
3.24
5.03
5.34
4.66

2

6.3
2.21
1.35
1.48
1.58
1.05
1.57
.96
3.88
8.18
1.30
2.10
3.38
2.06
3.43
1.44
1.59
5.41
6.03
5.69

3

4.9
6.53
5.55
5.74
6.37
4.88
6.99
4.22
2.92
6. 71
6. 71
4.63
4.90
3.83
6.19
5.18
4.20
5.06
3.98

4

2.8
1.47
1.31
2.31
2.32
2.55
2.22
6.41
3.07
3.59
1.53
72
2.25
2.23
1.50
3.87
4.25
3.66
0

5

6

7

8

2.98
1.65
6.73
1.89

3.94
2.88
8.11
1.85
2.18

3.36
1.66
8.14
1.03
2.23
2.15

4.09
1.63
8.05
1.34
1.84
1. 79
1.50

2.2
1.88
.89
1.84
1.27
4.89
8.49
1.92
1.44
4.04
2.36
3.21
1.18
2.34
6.43
6.78
6.26

1.19
1.62
2.26
2.04
3.09
7.60
2.09
2.84
2.38
1.30
2.97
1.56
2.18
4.41
4.87
4.42

1.3
2.08
1.94
3.30
7.35
2.65
2.60
2.57
1.21
2.06
1.51
1.85
4.50
5.28
4. 72

2.0
1.20
4.38
8.13
1. 71
1. 72
3.59
2.12
3.16
1.16
2.25
5.91
6.28
5.79

9
2.43
4.13
3.29
4.32
3.12
4.25
3.36
4.24
2.5
3.96
6.87
2.38
3.03
2.79
1.99
1.58
1.13
1.58
5 .15
5.41
5.10

10

11

12

13

14

15

4.88
3.30
9.03
2.27
3.11
1.26
2.51
2.17
5.10

4.66
.99
8.59
2.18
2.56
3.26
1.80
1.95
4.76
1.06

4.95
5.28
4.31
5.93
4.62
6.27
5.86
5.57
3.38
7.03
6.40

2.82
2.34
6.44
2.31
.93
2.04
2.29
2.28
2.76
3.15
2.57
4.78

5.24
3.48
9.43
2.17
3.44
1.80
2.46
2.21
5.59
.89
1.67
7.33
3.54

4.28
1.64
7.81
2.76
2.14
3.96
2.67
2.52
4.47
4.47
3.99
4.61
3.25
4.49

4.7
7.55
1.46
.96
4.03
2. 72
4.21
1. 73
2.73
6.24
6.25
6.17

4.9
5.09
5.60
1.15
2.44
3.48
4.03
3.27
2.00
2.07
1.71

8.7
9.46 1.2
5.11 4.19 4.54
6.37 3.01 3.40
6.34 3.83 4.46
7.43 1.87 2.27
4.43 2.29 3.31
4.69 6.53 7.01
4.26 6.93 7.44
4.00 6.50 1.00

16

17

18

2.55 3.70 2.90
1.49 5.20 3.67
7.14 3.18 5.38
1.59 5.76 3.63
1.36 4.30 2.30
2.50 5.70 2.89
1.68 5.69 3.75
1.93 4.39 3.48
3.38 1.82 2.14
3.41 6.66 3.90
3.06 6.17 3.32
5.02 3.06 4.62
1.87 3.94 1.56
3.08 7.10 4.50
2.27 4.90 4.37
4.74 2.96
3.23

aThe distance measures above the diagonal represent the distances between concepts within the traditionalist group;
those below the diagonal represent the distances between concepts within the innovator group.
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19

20

21

22

3.48
2.01
6.75
2.36
1.96
3.42
2. 71
2.35
3.35
4.04
3.58
3.78
2.59
4.14
1.57
1. 76
4.45
3.54

4.19
2.00
7.03
3.32
2.65
4.28
3.27
2.89
4.25
4.89
4.36
4.23
3.32
4.97
.99
2.59
4.86
4.27
1.96

3.90
1.82
7.21
3.17
2.49
4.22
3.20
3.00
4.16
4.92
4.34
4.29
3.21
5.40
.94
2.36
4.?5
4.20
1.85
.62

4.13
1.63
7.66
2.32
1.99
3.29
2.66
1. 98
4.18
4.14
3.26
4.10
2. 72
3.39
.97
2.00
5.13
3.85 '
1.34
1.38
1.42
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These sets of D's in themselves do not create a picture of a
structure.

c~nceptual

The values can be plotted on a solid three-dimensional space, but

to do so for the entire set of twenty-two concepts is extremely difficult, it
not impossible.

To test some of the content hypotheses considered below,

models using smaller subsets of these concepts were constructed.

Each value

in Table 11 was used. however, to estimate the similarity of the two conceptual
structures in their entirety.

The 231 D's for each group were separately

ranked and the Speat'ID8n rank correlation was calculated.
equal to+.44 and was significant at the .001 level.

The correlation was

While the correlation is

not large, it is positive, which perhaps implies more similarity in the
meaning structure than the general hypothesis indicates.
Investigation of Hypotheses
Tolerance for Ambiguity
ICYPothesis I states that traditionalists have a lower tolerance for
ambiquity than innovators.
theoretical background.

This hypothesis was based on the open•closed mind

If traditionalists and innovators differ in the

structure of their belief systems (traditionalists having a closed mind and
innovators an open mind), then it could be expected that traditionalists would
view reality as either black or white (i.e., good or bad).

Innovators,

because they have a low degree of rejection of disbelief systems, would be
more likely to view many aspects of reality as "gray" (i.e., neither good nor

bad). 8
8Above, p. 19.

To investigate Hypothesis I, the evaluative factor score for each
concept except MYSELF was examined. 9

This factor score indicated the degree

of ''goodness" or "badness" with which the groups viewed the concepts.

,._ccording to the hypothesis, it was expected that the innovative evaluative
factor scores would be closer to the neutral zero point than the tradLtionalist

scores.

The direction of the traditionalist scores was not important for this

hypothesis; ii: \ias predicted that they would be more extreme in either direction than the innovative scores.
The mean evaluative factor scores as recorded in Table 9 could not be
used

for this analysis since their calculation considered the direction of the

scores.

Positive and negative directions neutralized each other, thereby

canceling the extreme scores in the computation of the mean score.

Therefore,

i:he mean evaluative factor score was re-calculated for each concept, disregarding the sign of the individual scale scores which were sunned.
way, extreme scores received their proper weiihting.

In this

These scores are listed

in Table 12.

9The concept MYSELF was not included in the analysis for this hypothesis
since it was believed that the tolerance or non•tol~~uuce of ambiquity would
be manifested in reality outside of the self.
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TABLE 12

-

DIFFERENCE IN MEAN EVALUATIVE FACTOR SCORES
OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
Mean E Factor Score

Concept

Dif f of Mean Scores
Trad.

Innov.

THE CHURCH TODAY

2.222

COMKUNlSM
PAROCHIAL SCHOOL

2.544
2.144

STRUCTURE
RELIGIOUS CONG.
TRADITION
AlJTHOlUTY
LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMM.
MY MOTHER
STUDENT DISSENT
MY FATHER
BLACK POWER
FOU.OWING lWLBS
BELIG. LIFE TODAY
THE WORLD TODAY
INN.BR CITY APOST.
PRAYER
FREED<*
VIETNAM WAR
CHANGE
INVOLVEMENT

1.444
2.089
1.222
1.633
2.077
2.756
1.400
2.544
1.366
1.611
1.688
1.266
1.322
1.855
1.766
1. 711
1.166
1.366

1.077
1.511
1.388
1.044
1.755
.933
1.366
1.855
2.588
1.233
2.377
1.300
1.555
1.666
1.333
1.522
2.188
2.144
2.200
1.788
2.077

1.145*

1.033*
.756*
.400
.344*
.289
.267
.222
.168
.167
.167
.066
.056
.022
-.067
- .200*
-.333
-.378*

-.489*
-.622*

-. 711*

*Significant at the .OS level or less.
For 14 of the 21 concepts the innovative scores were closer to zero

and the traditionalist scores naore extreJJ1e.

These concepts are those whose

difference in the last col1.111rt is a positive one.
table, in descending order of mean difference.

They are listed first in the
The mean differences marked
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with an asterisk were significant at a level of .05 or lesa.10

The evaluative

factor scores of the remaining seven concepts indicated that traditionalists
did not judge these in a more extreme manner than did innovators.
concepts the mean difference is listed as negative.

For these

Again these concepts are

listed in descending order of mean difference, with those significant at the
.05 level or less marked with an asterisk.
From these data, Hypothesis I cannot be completely supported.

Tradi·

tionalists do not have a lower tolerance for ambiguity than innovators in all
aspects of their meaning structure.

For INVOLVEMENT, CHANCE, FREEDOM, THE

WORLD TODAY, VIETNAM WAR, PRAYER and INNER CITY APOSTOi.ATE, innovators showed
lower tolerance for ambiguity than did traditionalists, as this was measured
by more extreme evaluative scores.
seven concepts were significant.

Five of the mean differences for these
While the hypothesis cannot be supported as

it stands, there are patterns evident in the responses of the two groups which
will be discussed in Chapter 5.

An analysis of these patterns leads to quali-

fied support of the hypothesis.
External Reality as Powerful
The theory and previous research in the personality structure dimension
of authoritarianism and tolerance indicates that these two types of personalities differ in their view of the power of external reality.

11

In the multi-

i.·1i 1

'II
11

dimensional type-concepts established for this study, traditionalists are

1:111
1

11 111

I

,,I
·1'1..·'.I

111

lOThe median test was used to test the significance of the difference
since the data are not normally distributed; parametric tests such as the
t-test could not be used.
11Above, pp. 20-23.

"
;,[.',

:11
··.1,1

l

,11·

11111

ti
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defined as authoritarian and innovators as tolerant.

Hypothesis II states

that traditionalists view external reality (e.g., significant others, organizations, situations) as more powerful than innovators.
To investigate this hypothesis, the potency factor scores for eleven
concepts were analyzed.

The concepts were MY MOTHER, MY FATIIER (signiHcant

others); MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION, MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, THE CHURCH
TODAY, RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY (organizations); and THE WORLD TODAY, COMMUNISM,
BLACK POWER, VIETNAM WAR, STUDENT DISSENT

(situation~).

scores of these concepts for each group were compared.

The potency factor
The scores were those

originally calculated for Table 9 since direction as well as absolute size was
predicted in this hypothesis.

Table 13 compares the mean potency factor

scores of each group.

TABLE 13
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN POTENCY FACTOR SCORES
OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS

Mean P Factor Score
Concepts

!'

THE CHURCH TODAY
VIETNAM
RELIG. CONG.
MY FATHER
REL. LIFE '!ODAY
COMMUNISM
THE WORLD TODAY
LOCAL REL. COMM.
MY MOTHER.
STUDENT DISSENT
BIACK POWER

Diff. of Mean Scores
Trad.

Innov •

1.944
.844
1.633
1.978
.467
1.022
.389
.789
1.899
.822
1.111

• 100
.011
1.044
1.688
• 744
.856
.333
.877
2.055
1.067
1.566

*Significant at .05 level or less

1.844*
.833*
.589*
.290
.277
.166
.056
-.088
-.166
-.245
-.455

111

,I
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Thu concepts are arranged in descending order of the difference of the
raean factor scor,;;s.

Positive differences indicate che direction predicted by

the hypothesis--traditionalist scores more powerful••while negative differences
indicate that innovative scores wet·e higher.

The differences marked with an

asterisk were significant at the .05 level or lower.
Traditionalists rate THE CHURCH TODAY, VIETNA.i.'4 WA.R. 1 and MY RELIGIOUS
CONGREGATION as significantly more powerful than do iIUlovators.
RELIGIO~S

LIFE TODAY, and COMMUNISM are rated as

sli~htly

MY FATHER,

more powerful.

THE

'.JORLD TODAY is seen as almost equally powerful by both groups, as is MY LOCAL
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY.

BLACK PO\JER, STUDENT DISSENT, and MY MOTHER are rated

more powerful by innovators than traditionalists.
The hypothesis is supported to some degree, although not totally.
Patterns of response on the power factor emerge in the analysis of these
eleven concepts.

Traditionalists tend to view organizations as more powerful

than innovators, but not all situations or significant others.

The implica•

tions of this selective, rather than total, power orientation are discussed
in the next chapter.
Static and Dynamic Situations
Attitude toward

cha~e

is a key dimension of the composite type-concepts

of traditionalist and innovator.

The research cited in Chapter II indicates

that traditionalists would view situations calling for change as threatening
and therefore possess a non-change orientation.

Innovators, on the other

hand, would perceive these same situations as opportunities and be oriented
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positively toward change. 12

Hypothesis Ill is based on this supposition re-

garding change orientation and states that traditionalists view situations and
abstractions which they judge as static more positively than those they judge
as dynamic.

Conversely, innovators view situations and abstractions which they

judge as static D10re negatively than those they judge as dynamic.

To investigate this hypothesis, the activity and evaluative factor
scores of 15 concepts were compared.

Five concepts referred to situations in

the secular world (THE WORLD TODAY, COMMUNISM, BLACK POWER, VIETNAM WAR, STUDENI
DISSENT); four described situations within the religious COllllllWlity (PRAYER,

TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, INNER. CITY APOSTOi.ATE, FOLLOWING RULES); and six
of the concepts referred to abstractions which could be related to both the
secular and religious perspective (INVOLVEMENT, FREEDOM, AUTHORITY, CHANGE,

TRADITION, STRUCTURE).
According to the hypothesis, a different relationship should exist between the activity and evaluative factor scores for these concepts within each
group.

In the traditionalist group, low activity factor scores should be

accot11panied by high evaluative scores.

In the innovative group, low activity

scores should be accompanied by low evaluative scores.

A Spearman rank corre-

lation was used to compare the activity and evaluative factor scores for each
group.

A negative correlation between the scores was expected for the tradi-

tionaliat group; a positive correlation for the innovative group.

Table 14 and

Table 15 give the mean activity and evaluative factor scores for the two
groups, with the ranks of each score.
1 2Above, pp. 26-28.

1111

11111
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TABLE 14
ACTIVITY AND EVAWATIVE FACTOR SCORBS AND RANKS FOR TRADITIONALISTS

! Factor Score

Concept
WORLD TODAY

2.144

COMMUNISM
BLACK POWER
VIETNAM WAB.
STUDENT DISSENT
PRAYER

1.578

FOLLOWING

1
4
3

1.700
.389
1.289
.756
1.344
.800
.356
1.133
1.378
.200

PAROCHIAL SCH.
INNER CITY APOS.
RULES

INVOLVEMENT
F1U:EDOM

AUTHORITY
CHANGE
TRADITION

STRUCTURE

§.

Rank

.400
-2.389

-.233
... 933
-.844
1.722
2.033
.989
1.456
1.233

11

7
10
6
9

12
8
5

14

1.744

2

.044
.233

15
13
r8

•

Factor Score

-.63

Rank
11

15
12
14
13
2
1
9

3
5

1.211

6

1.444
.656

4

1.089

10
7.5

1.089

7.S

p • 75(.02) • • 01

TABLE 15
ACTIVITY AND iVALUATIVE FACTOR SCOR.ES AND RANKS FOR INNOVATORS

Concept

!

Fae.tor Score
........

WORLD TODAY
COMMUNISM
BLACK POWER.
VIETNAM WAR

STUDENT DISSENT
PRAYER
PAROCHIAL SCH.
INNER CITY APOS.

FOLLOWING lWLES
INVOLVEMENT
FREEDOM
AUTHORITY
CHANGE
TRADITION
STB.UCTUU

1.822
.978
1.633
.422
1.578
1.144
.844
1.256
-.900

--.-

Bank
l
9

3

12
4
8

10
7

1. 700

15
2

1.466

6

.soo

1.567
... 733
-.789

11
5

13
14

! Factor Score
.822
-1...378
1.011
-2.100
.522
2.078
1.266
1.322

B.ank

8

14
7
15
10
2
6

5

... 211

13

2.055
2.088
.633
1.567
.022

3

11

-.200

12

1
9

4

p • %(.01) • • oos

I:

1.111

I
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The correlation between activity and evaluative factor scores for the
traditionalist group is -.63, significant at the .01 level.
group the correlation is +.58, significant at the .005 level.

For the innovative
These two

correlations are in the direction predicted--negative for traditionalists and
positive for innovators--and the acceptable levels of significance make it
possible to strongly support Hypothesis III:

Traditionalists view situations

and abstractions which they judge as static more positively than those they
judge as d)'ll8mic; and innovators view situations and abstractions which they

judge as static more negatively than those they judge as dynamic.
self-Concept and Group Identification

The motivation dimension of the traditionalist and innovative typeconcepts involves the degree of conformity to or independence from groups to
13
which individuals belong.
Since it would be expected that innovators would
be self-motivated rather than group-motivated,

~potheais

IV states that

traditionalists have a less secure concept of themselves than innovators and
are more closely identified with their dominant reference groups.
Analysis of data for this hypothesis involved the use of responses to
three concepts·-MYSELF. MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION, and MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS
COMMUNITY.

The two concepts in addition to the self-concept are the primary

reference groups of the individual sisters.

MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION refers

to the total organization of 9SO sisters. while MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
refers to the smaller group of sisters with whom the sister lives.

13Above, p. 23.
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To investigate the first portion of the hypothesis dealing with selfconcept, the mean scores of all three factors for this concept were corapared.

Table 16 reports these scores.
TABLE 16
MEAN FACTOR SCORES OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS

FOR THE CONCEPT OF MYSELF
Factor

Mean Trad. Score

Mean Innov. Score

Evaluative

2.011

2.077

.066

Potency

1.178

1.366

.188

Activity

1.011

1.522

.511

Diff. of Means

From a comparison of these factor ratings, it is clear that traditionalists regard themselves as less good, less powerful, and less active than
innovators regard themselves.

The difference is not significant for any of

the factors; it is largest for the activity factor.

Reference to Figure l and

Figure 2 above shows how this difference in factor scores affects the position
of the self-concept in the semantic space.

From these figures, it can also be

seen that the positions of other concepts in relation to MYSELF are different.
In order to measure the similarity between the two conceptual structures as
they are related to the self-concept, the distances of each concept from
MYSELF as they are given in Table 11 were ranked.

These rankings for the

traditionalist and innovative groups are given in Table 17, with the concept
closest to MYSELF ranked as number one.
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TABLE 17

DISTANCE OF CONCEPTS FROM THE CONCEPT OF MYSELF

.
Concept

Trad.

THE WORLD TODAY
PRAYER.

COMMtJNISM
PAR.OCHIAL SCHOOLS
INVOLVEMENT
RELIGIOUS CONG.
LOC.<.J'.. ~L. COMM.
BLACK POWER.
MY FAnt.BR

THE CHURCH TODAY
VIETNAM WAR

FUEOOM

MY MOTHER
AUTHOlUTY
REL. LIFE TODAY
STUDENT DISSENT
CHANGE
INNER CITY APOST.
TRADITION
STRlJCTURE

FOLLOWING RULES

D.

4.09
1.63
8.05
1.34
1.84
1.79
1.50
4.24
2.17
1.95

5.57
2.28
2.21
2.52
1.93
4.39
3.48
2.35
2.89
3.00
1.98

Rank
17
3
21
1
5
4

2
18
9
7
20

Innov.
3.35
1.05

6.37
2.31
.89
1.62
1.31
2.02
1.20
4.38
8.13

11

1.71

10
13

1.72
3.59
2.12
3.16
1.16
2.25
5.91
6.28
5.79

6

19
16
12
14
15
8

o.

Rank

14
2
20

12
1
6
5
9

4

16
21
7
8

15
10
13
3
11

18
19
17

p < .02

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for this data was+.54, significant at the .02 level.

This correlation indicates a higher degree of sind.•

larity than Dlight be expected if the two groups had significantly different
self-concepts.

However, certain differences are not evident if the correlation

coefficient is considered the sole measure of similarity.

The concepts located

closest to MYSELF in the traditionalist semantic space are TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, PRAYER and MY RELIGIOUS

I

1,1
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CONGREGATION.

In the innovative space, INVOLVEMENT, PRAYER, CHANGE, and MY

FATHER are the four concepts located closest to the self-concept.
concept, PRAYER, is in both of these clusters.

Only one

Examination of the concepts

located farthest from MYSELF also reveals some differences in the clusters.
c~ISM,

VIETNAM WAR, STUDENT DISSENT, and BLACK POWER are located farthest

from MYSELF in the traditionalist space.

VIETNAM WAR, COMMUNISM, STRUCTURE,

and TRADITION are located farthest from the self-concept in innovative space.
Table 18 lists the ranked concepts for each group to show other differences in
position which are not made evident in the single correlation coefficient.

TABLE 18
CONCEPTS RANKED ACCORDING TO DISTANCE
FROM TH,g CONCEPT OF MYSKLF
Innovative Group

Traditionalist Group
Rank

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10

Concept
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
LOCAL UL. COMM.
PRAYER
UL. CONG.
INVOLVEMENT
REL. LIFE TODAY
CHURCH TODAY
FOLLOWING RULES
MY FATHER

Rank

Concept

1

INVOLVEMENT

2

PRAYER

3
4

MY FATHER

5

L\JCAL REL. COMM.

6
7
8
9

REL. CONG.
FREEDOM

CHANGE

MY MOTHER
BLACK POWER.

MY MOTHER

10
11

14
15
16
17
18
19

FREEDOM
INNER CITY APOST.
AUTHORITY
TRADITION
STRUCTURE
CHANGE
THE WORLD TODAY
BLACK POWER
STUDENT DISSENT

19

REL. LIFE TODAY
INNER CITY APOST.
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
STUDENT DISSENT
WORLD TODAY
AUTHOlUTY
CHURCH TODAY
FOLLOWING RULES
TRADITION
STRUCTURE

20

VIETNAM WAR

20

COMMUNISM

21

COMMUNISM

21

VIETNAM WAR

11

12
13

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

From these rankings, it is clear that the conceptual structures of the
two groups as they are related to the self-concept do contain differences,
although the correlation coefficient of+.54 indicates that the differences are
not extreme ones.
There is some evidence, then, in these data that traditionalists do
have a different self-concept than innovators.

The difference in factor

scores of the self-concept would appear to support, although not strongly, the
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hypothesis that the traditionalist

s~lf-concept

is less secure than the

innovator self-concept.
There is some indication in the data above that the relationship of
traditionalists and innovators to their reference groups is different.

MY

LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY and MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION are located very
differently in relation to the self-concept.

Table 19 and Table 20 provide

more data for investigation of this portion of Hypothesis IV.

These tables

show the response of each group to the two reference group concepts, MY RELI•

GIOUS CONGREGATION and MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY.

TABLE 19
MEAN FACTOR SCORES OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
FOR THE CONCEPT OF MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION
Mean Trad. Score

Mean lnnov. Score

Diff. of Means

Evaluative

2.089

1.644

.445*

Potency

1.633

1.044

.5o9*

Activity

1.789

.888

.901*

Factor

TABLE 20

MEAN FACTOR SCORES OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS
FOR THE CONCEPT OF MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
Mean Trad. Score

Mean Innov. Score

2.011

1.677

.344

Potency

.789

.877

-.088

Activity

1.467

1.222

.245

Factor
Evaluative

Di ff. of Means

I

I:
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From these tables it is clear that traditionalists view the organizational reference group, MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION, significantly different
than do innovators.

They rate it as more good, potent, and active, and the

difference in the ratings is significant for all three factors.

However,

there is not the same difference in the two groups' perception of MY LOCAL
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, the 1&0re inmediate reference group.

Traditionalist

evaluative and activity ratings are higher, but not significantly; and the
innovative potency rating is slightly higher.

Examination of Figure 1 and

Figure 2 above reveals more about these reference group concepts.

They are

located closer to each other on the innovative semantic apace, but each is
closer to MYSELF on the traditionalist space.

Also, the positions of other

concepts in relation to the two reference group concepts are different.

Again,

to determine the similarity of the conceptual structures of traditionalists
and innovators in relation to the reference group concepts, the distances of
each concept from MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION and MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
were ranked.

Table 21 and Table 22 give these differences and their ranks.

111!

11•
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TABLE 21

DISTANCE OF CONCEPTS F&OM THE CONCEPT
OF MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION

Trad. D.

Rank

Innov. D.

Rank

14
9
21

REL. LIFE TODAY
STUDENT DISSENT

2.50
s.10

CHANGE

2.89
3.42
4.28
4.22
3.29

3.12
1.48
5.55
1.47
2.26
1.19
1.62
2.26
2.04
3.09
7 .60
2.09
2.84
2.38
1.30
2.97
1.56
2.18
4.41
4.87
4.42

16

AUTHOlUTY

3.94
2.88
8.11
1.85
2.18
2.15
1. 79
4.25
1.26
3.26
6.27
2.04
1.80
3.96

Concept

THE WORLD TODAY
PRAYER
COMMUNISM
PA.llOCHIAL SCH.
INVOLVEMENT
LOCAL UL. COMM.

MYSBLF
BLACK POWER
MY FATH.BR
THE CHUB.CH TODAY
VIETNAM WAR
FREBDOM
MY MO'l111R.

INNER CITY APOST.
TRADITION
STlWCTUU
FOLLOWING RULES

4

7
6

2
17
1
11

20
5
3
15
8

19
10
13
18
16
12

4

20
3
10.5
l
6

10.5
7
15
21
8

13
12
2
14
5

9
17

19
18

p -<. .001

TABLE 22
DISTANCE OF CONCEPTS FROM THE CONCEPT OF
MY ~ RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
Concept

I

THE WORLD TODAY

I

PRAY£&

COMMUNISM
PAROCHIAL SCH.
INVOLVEMENT
RELIGIOUS CONG.
MYSELF
BLACK POWER

MY FATHER
THE CHURCH TODAY
VIETNAM WAR.
FREEDOM
MY MOTHER
AUTHORITY
REL. LIFE TODAY
STUDENT DISSENT
CHANGE

INNER CITY APOST.
TRADITION
STRUCTURE
FOLLOWING llULES

Trad. D.
3.36
1.66
8.14
1.03
2.23
2.15
1.50
3.36
2.51
1.80
5.86
2.29
2.46
2.67
1.68
5.69
3.75
2. 71
3.27

Rank

Innov. D.

Rank

2.52

12

16.5
3

1.58

6

21

20
3.5
8

5

5.74
1.31
1.88
1.19
1.31
2.08
1.94
3.30

20

7.35

8
9

2.65
2.60
2.57
1.21
2.06
1.51
1.85
4.50
5.28
4.72

1
7

6
2
16.5
10

3.20

12
4
19
18
13
15
14

2.66

11

rs :+.57

1

3.5
11
9

16
21
15
14
13
2
10
5

7
17

19
18

p < .01

The Spearman rank correlation of+.73 for the two sets of distances from
MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION indicates a high degree of similarity in the manner

in which concepts are related to this reference group concept.

The correlation

of+.57 for the two sets of distances from MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, while
it is lower, still reflects similarity in the two sets of distances.

From

these correlations, it would appear as if the traditM>nalist and innovative
perceptions of the dominant reference groups is similar.

However, examining

the ranked concepts reveals differences not made evident in the single
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correlation figure.

Table 23 and Table 24 list the concepts for each group,

ranked in the order of their distance from the reference group concept, with
the closest concept designated as number one.
TABLE 23

CONC&PTS BANKED ACCOIDING TO DISTANCE FROM TBB
CONCEPT OF MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION
Innovative Group

Traditionalist Group
Hank

Concept

&ank

1
2
3
4

MY FATHER
MYSELF
MY MOTHER
PAllOCHIAL SCH.
FB.KEDOM
LOCAL REL. COMM.
INVOLVEMENT
REL. LIFE TODAY
PRAYER
CHANGE
THE CHUB.CH TODAY
FOLLOWING lWLES
lNNSll CITY APOST.
THE WORLD TODAY
AUTHORITY
STRUCTURE
BLACK POWER
TRADITION
STUDENT DISSENT
VIETNAM WAR
COMMUNISM

1
2
3

s
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Concept
LOCAL REL. COMM.
UL. LIFE TODAY
PAROCHIAL SCH.

4

PRAYER.

5

CHANGI
MYSELF
MY FATHER

6
7
8
9

FR.EEOOM

10.5
10.5
12

INNER. CITY APOST.
BLACK POWER
INVOLVEMENT
AUTHORITY

13

MY MOTHKll

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

STUDENT DISSENT
THE CHURCH TODAY
THE WORLD TODAY
TRADITION
FOLLOWING RULES
STRUCTURE
COMMUNISM
VIETNAM WAR
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TABLE 24

CONCEPTS RANKED ACCORDING TO DISTANCE FR.OM THE
CONCEPT OF MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
Traditionalist Group
~k

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16.5
16.5
18

19
20
21

Concept

PAROCHIAL SCH.
MYSELF
PRAYER

REL. LIFE TODAY
THE CHURCH TODAY
BEL. CONG.
INVOLVIKENT
FB.BEDOK
MY MOTH.EB.
MY FATH.ER
FOLLOWING RULES
AUTHORITY
INNER CITY APOST.
STR.UCTUaE
TRADITION
BLACK POW.El

THE WORLD TODAY
CHANGE
STUDENT DISSii;Nl'
VIETNAM WAR
COMMUNISM

Innovative Group
Rank

Concept

5

REL. CONG.
REL. LIFE TODAY
PAROCHIAL SCH.
MYSELF
CHANGE

6

PRAYER.

7
8

INNER. CITY APOST.

1
2
3.5

3.S

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

INVOLVEMENT

MY FATHER
STUDENT DISSENT
BLACK POWER
THE WORLD TODAY
AUT1!01UTY
MY MOTHER

FREEDOM
THE CHURCH TODAY
TRADITION
FOLLOWING RULES
STRUCTURE
COHMUNISM
VIETNAM WAR

Exa•ination of the clusters of concepts which are closest to and
farthest from the reference group concepts reveals differences.

The concepts

closest to MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION in the traditionalist space are MY FATHER,

MYSELF, MY MOTHER, and TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.

The cluster of concepts

closest to this reference group concept in the innovative space are MY LOCAL

RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, RELIGIOUS UFE TODAY, TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, and
PRAYER.

Only one concept, TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, appears in both

'i
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clusters.

With this exception, the concepts in the two clusters are of very

different types; the !Ile&ning of their difference is discussed in the following
chapter.

The four concepts located farthest from. MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION

in the traditionalist space are COHKUNISM, VIETNAM WAR, STUDENT DISSENT, and
TRADITION.

TWo of these concepts, C<»CMUNISM and VIETNAM WAR are also located

in the cluster of concepts farthest from MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION in the innovative space.

FOIJ..OWING RULES and STRUCTURE, however, replace the other two

concepts.
The two groups' perception of MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY appears to be
quite similar, if one judges from the concepts clustered closest to this reference group concept.

Three concepts, TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, MYSELF, and

RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY are present in these clusters for both traditionalists and
innovators.

The fourth concept in the traditionalist cluster, PRAYER, is

replaced by MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION in the innovator space.

The concepts

farthest from MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS C<»iMIJNITY are the same for innovators as the
cluster farthest from MY RELIGIOUS CONGRIGATION.

For traditionalists, the

cluster is also identical to the one for MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION, except
CHANGE replaces TB.t\DITION.
From this set of four clusters it is evident that the concepts which are
viewed as closest to MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY are quite similar for both
groups.

Those concepts clustering around MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION are

different for the two groups, with the presence of MY FATHER, MY MOTHER, and
MYSELF in the traditionalist cluster indicating strong identification of traditionalists with the organizational reference group, MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION.
More cocmaent regarding the differences in the clusters is made in the next
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chapter, but from the evidence presented here, it can

b1!

said that the last

section of Hypothesis IV is supported if reference group is considered organi•
zational rather than personal.
1.0cal and Cosmopolitan Views
The general type of activity within the larger reference group of the
geographic conmunity is considered in Hypothesis V which states that the
meanings of the iaaediate geographic situations and the wider environment are
significantly different for traditionalists and innovators.
are defined as locals and innovators as cosmopolitans.

Traditionalists

Previous research

indicates that the activities of locals and cosmopolitans are different because
of the opposite meanings they attach to their immediate geographic situation
and to the

11

world•at•large. 14 14

The concept11 MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY, THE WORLD TODAY, and MYSELF
were used in the investigation of this hypothesis.

Table 25 gives the mean

factor scores for the first two of these concepts.

TABLE 25
MEAN FACTOR. SCOR.ES OF TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS FOR THE CONCEPTS
OF MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY AND THE WORLD TODAY

.! Factor

l Factor

~

Factor

Concept

T.
LOCAL REL. COMM.
THE WORLD TODAY

I.

Diff,

T.

1.

Diff.

T.

I.

Diff.

2.011 1.677

.344

.789 .877

.088

1.467 1.222

.245

.822

.482

.389 .333

.056

2.144 1.822

.322

.400

l4Above, pp. 28•29.
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The small differences in the potency factor indicate that traditionalist.I
and innovators perceive their ixm:nediate surroundings and the wider world about
equally in terms of the power of each.

The differences in the activity and

evaluative scores, while not significant, are larger.

Traditionalists view

both the im:nediate situation and the world as more active than do innovators.
Traditionalists also view the il?lllediate situation more poaitively on the evaluative factor than do innovators, but innovators view the world more positively
on this same factor.
Comparison of the distance between the concept of MYSELF and the two
concepts mentioned above was done to further investigate the two groups'
meanings of these concepts.

The "local 11 concept, MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY,

was located 1.50 units from the concept of MYSELF for the traditionalist group.
For the innovators, this same concept was located 1.31 units from the concept
of MYSELF.

The "cosmopolitan" concept of THE WOHLD TODAY was located 4.09

units from the concept of MYSELF for the traditionalist group.

This concept

was located 3.35 units from the concept of MYSELF for the innovative group.
From these data, it can be said that the hypothesis of a difference in
the meanings of the inmediate geographic situation and the wider environment
cannot be supported.

Innovators view themselves as ''closer" to both of these

dimensions than do traditionalists, and the difference in the factor scores for
the two concepts are not significant.
Personalistic and Organizational Abstractions
The final dimension of the composite type-concept is that of behavior,
specifically considered in teX'lllS of the behavioral characteristics of those
individuals and groups designated as radical righc and radical left.

To find

l
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a common link among the behavior manifestations in the various spheres (e.g.,
education, politics, etc.) was difficult, and the resulting operationalization
might be rather artificial.

Those on the radical right and. left engage in

various activities because they perceive situations differently.

Ultimately

this relates to the meaning they give to certain abstractions.

These abstrac-

tiona can be dichotOlllized as personalistic and organizational.

Radical left

individuals see personalistic abstractions as good and place a high value on
all activity that promotes personalism.

They view organizational abstractions

negatively since they see these as opposed to the personalistic ones.

Groups

and individuals on the radical right base their activity on a positive regard
for organizational abstractions, and view personalistic abstractions as leas
positive than do those on the radical left.

ff1pothesis VI is baaed upon these

ideas and states that the meanings of peraonalistic and organizational abstractions are significantly different for traditionalists and innovators.
Three peraonaliatic abstractions (FR&EDOM, CHANGE, INVOLVEMENT) and
three organizational ones (STIWCTURE, AUTHORITY, TIW>ITION were used in the
investigation of this hypothesis.

Table 26 gives the mean factor scores for

each of the personalistic concepts for each group.
information for the organizational concepts.

Table 27 gives the

S&Dle

llJ

TABLE 26

MEAN FACTOR SCORES OF PERSONALISTIC ABSTBACnONS
FOR TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS

FREEDOM

h. Factor

T.

1.

Diff.

T.

I.

Diff.

T.

1.

Di ff.

1.211

2.088

.877*

1.211

1.955

.744

1.378

1.466

.088

.656

1.567

.911

1.556

1.567

.011

1.744 1.567

.177

1.233

2.055

.822*

1.000

1.722

.722*

1.133

.567

CHANGE

INVOLVEMENT

! Factor

! Factor

Concept

1.700

TABLE 27
MEAN FACTOR SCORES OF ORGANIZATIONAL ABSTRACTIONS

FOil TRADITIONALISTS AND INNOVATORS

! Factor

! Factor

h. Factor

Concept

T.

Diff.

1.

T.

I.

Diff.

T.

.178

-.122

.300

.233

1.

STR.UCTUl\E

1.089

AUTHORITY

1.444

.633

.811*

.322

.411

.089

.200

TRADITION

1.089

.022 1.067*

.322

.078

.400

.044 -.733

-.200 1.289*

Di.ff.

-.789 1.022*
.500

.300

.771*

Comparison of the set of factor scores for the peraonalistic abstrac•
tions indicates that innovators rate all three concepts higher on the evaluative and potency factors.

FREEDOM and INVOLVEMENT are rated higher on the

activity factor by innovators, but CHANGE is rated higher on this factor by
traditionalists.

The reverse of this pattern is present for the organizational
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abstractions.

Traditionalists rate all of

tb~se

concepts higher on the evalua-

tive factor; they rate STRUCTURE and TRADITION higher on the potency factor and
STRUCTURE higher on the activity factor than do the innovators.

The innovative

group rate AUTHORITY higher on the potency factor and AUTHORITY •nd TRADITION
higher on the activity factor.

What is intportant in these considerations,

however, is not how the groups ranked the concepts on the various factors, but
rather that there was a difference in the aean factor scores.

The differences

marked with an asterisk are significant at the .05 level or less.

These values

indicate that the evaluative factor for the personalistic and the evaluative
and activity factors for the organizational abstractions are the ones which
best reflect the difference in meaning.
Locating these six concepts on the semantic spaces of the two groups
(Figures 1 and 2) further illustrates their difference in meaning.

For the

t:-aditionalists, FREEDOM, INVOLVEMENT, and CHAJlGB cluster, although not
closely, as do TRADITION, STlWCTURE, and AUTHORITY.

It is clear from the

positions of these two sets that the personalistic set is seen as more active
and powerful, but less good.

In the innovative space, the personalistic con•

cepts are clustered much higher on the semantic space, indicating a more posi•
tive rating on the evaluative factor.

AUTHORITY is not clustered with TBADI•

TION and STIWCTURE, but it is lower on the evaluative scale than it is on the
traditionalist space.

TRADITION and STRUCTURE are located near to each other

in the lower left quadrant, a position which differentiates their aeaning very
clearly from the traditionalist meaning.
Table 10, which gives the distance between the same concept for the
two groups, further substantiates the hypothesized difference in these sets of
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concepts.

The organizational concepts are ra~ked 3 (STRUCTURE), 5.5 ·(AUTHORITY,

and 7 (TRADITION).

The personalistic concepts are ranked 5.5 (FREEDOM), 10

(INVOLVEMENT) and 14 (CHANGE).

FrOll these data it can be concluded that the

hypothesis of a difference in the meaning of these two sets of CJncepts for

each group is supported, with more difference evident in the organizational
thsn the personalistic abstractions.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
Discussion of Results
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship among the
dimensions of the type-concepts of innovator and traditionalist.

Six hypo-

theses relating to these different dimensions were investigated.

Support or

non•support of the individual hypotheaes gave indication of the presence or
absence of the dimension being considered.

However, relationships among the

dimensions affected the distribution of a characteristic within a single dimen•
sion, so that in some cases the strength of the support or non-support of an
hypothesis as indicated in the previous chapter may be misleading.

Therefore,

this discussion of results will focus on the effects of one dimension on
another in order to validate the findings of the previous chapter.

The method of selecting the traditionalists and innovators was designed
to differentiate between theologically liberal and orthodox sisters.

Assuming

that the two groups differed in this dimension, the study attempted to show
that they differed on the other dimensions also.

The semantic differential

technique used for the study provides a means of validating the initial assumed

1

difference.

Reference to Table 10 above shows that the concepts whose distance

between points on the two semantic spaces was the largest were THE CHURCH TODAY
and FOLLOWING R.ULES (IN RELIGIOUS LIFE).
116

This response indicates that for
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specifically religious concepts of an organi?.ational or behavioral level, the
difference between traditionalist and innovative meaning
other concepts.

i~

larger than for

This would appear to differentiate the groups on the basis of

theological liberalism and orthodoxy.

Exploration into the reraarning six

dimensions of the type-concepts can proceed with more certainty since this
basic difference in the groups has been validated.
If support given to the six hypotheses is taken as an indication of the
presence of the dimension under consideration, then it can be said that the
change-orientation dimension and the personalistic-organizational dimension,
based on radical right or radical left behavior, are the two dimensions which
are present in the type-concepts.

data IllOre strongly than the others.

These two hypotheses were supported by the
However, there was some support of the

other three, and perhaps it was not stronger because the change attitude and
radical right-radical left dimensions were operating in such a way that the
effect of the other dimensions was negated.
For example, Hypothesis I predicted a lower tolerance for ambiguity
among traditionalists since the closed mind dimension of the type-concept indtcated a high degree of rejection for disbelief systems.

This hypothesis

could only be supported partially since for seven of the twenty-one concepts
the response was not as predicted.
For theae concepts••CHANGE, FREEDOM, THE WORLD TODAY, INVOLVEMENT, VIETNAM WAR, PRAYER., INNER CITY APOSTOLATE-·innovators had a lower tolerance for
ambiguity than traditionalists, as this was measured by response on the
evaluative factor.
were compared.

The potency and activity factor scores for these concepts

CHANGE was rated approximately the same by both groups on these
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cwo factors, and '?HE WORLD TODAY was rated ht?,her on both factors by . the traditionalists.

However, the five remaining concepts were rated higher on both

the activity and potency factors by innovators.

This pattern of response

could be interpreted as resulting from the strong
vators.

change-orienta~ion

of inno-

Since they see activity as positive, they have a low tolerance for

ambiguity in regard to situations and abstractions which they view as active.
These data support the idea that closed-rainded change-orientation is present
among innovative sisters.
Th.is supposition is further supported by an examination of the seven
concepts on which traditionalists showed low tolerance for ambiguity in the
investigation of Hypothesis I.

These concepts were THE CHURCH TODAY, STUDENT

DISSENT, TEACHING IN PAl\OCHIAL SCHOOLS, STRUCTURE, MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION,
AUTHORITY, and TRADITION.

For all of these concepts except STUDENT DISSENT

and AUTHORITY, the activity and potency factor scores were higher for the traditionalists than the innovators.

Traditionalists also are closed-minded about

what they view as active and powerful.

It appears, then, that the basic

structure of the open and closed belief systems is not strongly operative in
the traditionalist and innovator type-concepts, at least not in the direction
predicted.

It cannot be concluded from the data in this study that tradition-

alists are closed-minded and innovators open-minded.
The findings of Hypothesis I also indicated that traditionalists and
innovRtors are open-minded in regard to concepts which they view as nonpowerful.

Hypothesis II predicted that traditionalists would view external

reality (e.g., significant others, organizations, and situations) as more
powerful than would innovators.

The fact that this hypothesis was net

-
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colJlP1etely

suppor~ed

might be a contributing factor to the existence ·of open-

aainded traditionalists and closed•ra.inded innovators.

Threu of the ele-11en

concepts used to test H)'potheais II were rated significantly more powerful by
traditionalists than innovators--THE CliURCH TODAY. VIETNAM WAR., MY RELIGIOUS

coNGREGATlON.

However, three concepts--BLACK POWER, STUDENT DISS.ENI, MY

MOTHER--were rated more powerful by innovators than traditionalists.

The other

factor scores of these six concepts do not reveal a pattern, but the kind of
concept rated as powerful by each group bears a relationship to Hypothesis VI
which dealt with persoualistic and organizational abstractions.

FrOlll the

investigation of li)'pothesis VI it was concluded that the meanings of personalistic and organizational abstractions are significantly different for traditionalists and innovators.

It was noted that differences between these two

sets of concepts exist both within each group and between the two groups.

Hypothesis II appears to reflect the difference in the perception of these
sets between the groups.

Two of the three concepts rated as powerful by tradi•

tionalists have orgauizational connotations-·THE CHURCH TODAY and MY RELIGIOUS

CONGREGATION.

Those rated more powerful by innovators are persons (MOTHER)

or situations based on personalistic orientations (STUD.ENT DISSENT and BLACK
POWER).

From these patterns of response it would appear that Hypothesis II

could be supported if it were stated in the following 1J1anner:

Organizations

are perceived as more powerful by traditionalists, while non-organisational
situa,ions are perceived as more powerful by innovators.

An interesting fact about the potency factor ratings of MY MOTHER and
MY FATHER is made evident by the investigations for Hypothesis II.

Innovators

rate MY MOTHER as more powerful than MY FATHER, while for traditionalists

MY
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is viewed as more powerful than MY MOTHER..

ivhile the innovative

sisters of this study do not approach the degree of radicalness or alienation
of the youth of Kenneth R•.rniston' s study, these findings regarding the
ceptions

·:)f

mother and father a_re consistent with his.

per~

In his study of

narvard youth, Keniston found that those whose behavior could be considered
radical left were more likely to have been raised in homes where the mother
was more dominant than the father.I
The difference in the perception of organizational concepts is reflected
in the analysis related to Hypothesis IV.
traditionalists would have a less

~ecure

This bfpothesis predicted that
concept of themselves and be more

closely identified with their dominant reference group than woutd innovators.
Evidence to support the less secure self-concept was not strong, with the
difference in activity factor scores being the only one of substantial size.
However, the relative position in the semantic space of the self-concept and

the dominant reference groups (MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION and MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS
COMMUNITY) indicated that the traditionalist group saw themselves "closer" to

the reference group, MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION.

Those concepts which cluster

around this reference group for traditionalists are MY FATHER, MYSELF, and MY
MOTHER.

For the innovator, those concepts closest were MY LOCAL WU.XGlOUS

COMMUNITY, RELIGIOUS LIFE TODAY, and TEACHING IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.

The

obvious difference in the type of concept relates to the difference in the
organ~zational

and personalistic orientations supported in Hypothesis VI.

personalistic concepts clustered around MY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION for
1Kenneth Kenniston, The Uncoaaitted: Alienated Youth in American
~ocietx (New York:
Dell Publishing Co., 1960).

The

......
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trad :. tionalists indicate that these individuals are closely identified with
the organizational reference group, so closely identified
assumed a parental image.
tive cluster.

that

it has perhaps

The opposite orientation is evident in the :lnnova•

These concepts could be considered non-personal and organiza-

tional in nature.
This might appear to contradict the findings of Hypothesis VI but
further thought shows that it does not.

Investigation for Hypothesis VI

substantiated the prediction that the two groups perceived organizational and
personalistic concepts differently, and Hypotbests IV gives some indication
for the reason of this difference in perception.

Traditionalists see them-

selves closer to their dominant organizational reference group.

Innovators

see their reference group as very much in the same field of meaning as their
other reference groups.

This basic difference of the relation of self to the

organizational reference group and the connotation of the reference group
conveyed by the cluster within which it is located may account for the different basic

orientatio~

toward personalistic and organizational abstractions and

realities.
The investigation for Hypothesis V revealed no difference in the traditionalist and innovative perception of the local situation and the larger
world.

This is perhaps reflective of the findings of Hypothesis IV that

traditionalists have stronger identification with the total religious congregation than with the local reference group of the religious. connunity.

It

appears as if MY LOCAL RELIGIOUS COMHTJNITY does not function as a local reference group for traditionalists and therefore the concepts used for investiga•
tion of Hypothesis V are not valid as local and cosmopolitan concepts.
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As indicated above, lf1pothesis III (chaqge and non-change orientation)
and Hypothesis VI (radical right and radical left) were adequately supported
in the initial analysis.

The attempt here to show the relationship of the

findings of these two hypotheses to the other four hypotheses reveals that
either a difference in the degree of change orientation or in the perception
of personalistic and organizational abstractions concretized. in radical right
or left behavior, are operative in all of them.

Rather than aix•diaensional

type-concepts, we conclude that the traditionalist•innovator type•concets have

cwo dimensions-•cbange and non-change orientation and radical right-radical
left perceptions which involve differences in behavior.

Beyond these two

dimensions, it is not possible to say that traditionalists and innovators
reflect polar positions.

Traditionalists cannot be said to be closed·lllinded.,

authoritarian, conformist, and. local.

Nor can we say with certainty that

innovators are open•lllindecl, tolerant, independent, and cosmopolitan in the
source of the U10tivation for their activity.
concepts, then, is necessary.

An adjustment of the type-

Traditionalism in religious coaaunities of

women can be defined as including these components:

theological orthodoxy,

radical right ideology and behavior, and non-change orientation.

Innovation

in religious cOBDunities of woaen is characterized by theological liberalism•
radical left ideology and behavior and change orientation.
Limitations of the Stndz

The limitations of this study involve three areas:
and perspective.

Selecting the sample

reputat1ona11~,

sample, instrument,

was an adequate method

for this study since it was desired that the two groups be theologically
liberal and orthodox on the basls of observed behavior.

It would have l:een
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difficult to collect information in this area in any other manner.

Sisters

ten~

to have a negative attitude toward completing written questionnaires, and the
type of questions that would have been used for this study (e.g., "Do you wear
a religious habit?", "Where and when do you pray?") would probably have had a
large percentage of non-response.

However, the panel used to name the sisters

was composed of representatives from 70 per cent of the groups of sisters
living together within the congregation.

Even though sisters were instructed

that they could list sisters with whom they did not live, this failure to have
a representative from each "house" in effect did not give all sisters in the
community an equal chance to be named.
The traditionalist and innovative groups cannot be considered random
samples from the conmunity, but they were not intended to be this.

However,

this fact, coupled with the fact that a normal distribution of data could not
be assumed, limited the statistical

operations.

significance were neither necessary nor useful.

In one sense, the tests of
If, however, the samples of

traditionalist and innovative sisters used in this study are considered random
samples of traditionalist and innovative sisters in other religious communities
of women, the tests of significance can be considered meaningful.
also limitations in this generalisation.

There are

The populations from which tradition-

alist and innovative sisters would be selected should be similar in composition
to the religious community used as the population for this study.

In other

words, the communities to which the sisters belonged would have to be similar
in age distribution, type and place of work, and homogeneity of background to
the c011111Unity used for this study.

Some measure of the location of an entire

religious community on a traditionalist-innovative continuum might be useful

,......
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in identifying those communities to which the findings of the present study
would apply.
In regard to the instrument, the

~ost

obvious limiting aspect of the

type of semantic differential used for this study was the exclusion of the
factors in the semantic space except the three major one of evaluation, potency
and activity.

While previous research does indicate that most of the space is

accounted for by these three factors, it would have been more in keeping with
the still unexplored nature of the semantic differential to choose the scales
with no specific factor in mind and then do a factor analysis of the data.
In the format of the instrument, the poles of the scales were varied,
but the same order of the scales was kept for each of the twenty-two concepts.
This could have resulted in a response set which a variation in the order of
the scales for each concept would have eliminated.
The third area of limitation is that of perspective.
sisters were considered
perspective.

fr~

The two groups of

an individual rather than an organizational

This was done intentionally, but the results obtained must be

interpreted within this limited perspective.

There was no way of controlling

for the innovative or traditionalist level of the "mission" on which each
sister on the panel lived.

Therefore, even though the two types of sisters

were described, what a sister from a traditional "house 0 might define as
innovative might be very different from what a sister from an innovative house
would judge as innovative.

Sisters were classified as innovative or tradition•

alist from a personal interpretation of their personal selves, and the organi•
zation context of either the sisters named or of those naming was not specifi•
cally included.

It is difficult to say, though, that this perspective was not
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operative in the selection.

All that can be said is that it was not specifical

ty controlled for.

As indicated earlier, the community studied was quite homogeneous, and
the effect of the organizational context was not specifically measured.

While

this might not appear to be of significance since the community was quite
homogeneous, there are organizational variables that could have been investigated, e.g., the traditionalist or innovative character of the local religious
community within which each sister lived.
Future lesearch on this Topic
The most valuable expansion of this study would be its replication
among cODDUnities of religious women who hold various positions on a traditionalism-innovation continuum.

This would present the problem of identifying the

position of each col'llllUnity on the continuum, but data on American religious
communities of women which are available would be helpful.

If this were done,

it would be possible to investigate the organizational variable, as well as
other variables which might be predictive, e.g., age distribution, geographic
location, type of

wor~,

education level, and size of the community.

This study established the two groups of traditionalists and innovators
n a reputational basis.

It was designed to separate the theologically liberal

the theologically orthodox sisters on the basis of observed behavior
haracteristics.

It would be interesting to devise a way of identifying these

roups on the basis of belief as well as behavior.

It is assumed that those

ho behave in what is defined as a theolagically orthodox manner also hold
rthodox beliefs, but perhaps findings would not indicate this.
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Research similar to the present study appears to be useful as an initial
step in longitudinal studies.

What is the future of innovative religious

communities of women?, of traditionalist coaaunities?

On the basis of where

a community is located on the traditionalism-innovation continuUDl, can its
future be predicted?

Will the roles of innovative and traditionalist sisters

be determined by the orientation of their communities, or will their roles be
defi•.'ed independently of the comaunity?

What function will each type perform

in the evolution which is presently occurring in American religious communities
of women?

Many studies and much. time will be needed to answer these questions.
this study has merely attefllPted to clarify the definitions of innovative
and traditionalist sisters in religious communities of women.

r---------APPENDIX A
FORM FOR SISTERS ON PANEL
Listed below are descriptions of two different types of persons. Each type
places a high value on different things. If you think someone who lived in
your house last year fits the description of either of the types, would you
list her name. You aaay include zourself. List as many or as few as you feel
fit the description. After you have done this, think of any other Sisters that
you know in our co111Dlunity who might be listed under either type, and list their
name in the appropriate column.
thank you very much, Sister.
Tzpe B

type A
Place a high value on:

Place a high value on:
Change and adaptation
Non-monastic living patterns
Free prayer forms
Incarnational spirituality (e.g.,
being present to men, relating
to laity, the world is good)
Functional asceticism
Different and untried apostolates
Individual initiative and
collegiality
Innovation

Conservation of the past and
tradition
Monastic living patterns (e.g.,
cloister, silence, habit)
Set prayer forms
Eschatological theological
orientation (e.g., relation
to God directly is i11Portant,
the world has dangerous
elements)
Traditional asceticism
Institutional coumitraents and
traditional apostolates
Comm.and and obedience response
structure
Confonaity
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FORM FOR REGIONAL COORDINATORS

t
1

In the development of the thesis for my degree, I need to identify two
groups of Sisters within our coDIJlunity who have differing value patterns. In
order to do this I'm using what in sociology we call the "reputational method"
of identification. Listed below are descriptions of the two types of Sisters
r will be studying in greater detail. Could I ask you to go through a list
of the Sisters in your region and select 15 which you think best fit each
description? Other criteria in addition to your listing will be used to
select the sample, so it would probably be best if you didn't discuss this
with other Sisters since some of their opinions will be solicited too. If
possible, could you place this in my mailbox by Thursday of this week?
Thanks much!
Sister Judith Ann

!,YJ>e A

'fype

B

High value placed on:

High value placed on:
conservation of the past and
tradition
monastic living patterns (e.g.,
cloister, sil~nce, habit)
set prayer forms
eschatological theological
orientation (e.g., relation
to God directly is important,
the world has dangerous
elements)
traditional asceticism
institutional coilll!.itments and
traditional apostolates
command and obedience response
structure
conformity

change and adaptation
non-monastic living patterns
free prayer forms
incarnational spirituality (e.g.,
being present to men, relating
to laity, the world is good)
functional ascetism
1if ferent and untried apostolates
individual initiative and
collegiality
innovation
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APPENDIX B

SEMANTIC DIFJ'ERINTIAL FOBM
Briar Cliff College
Sioux City, Iowa
November 15, 1969
Dear Sister,
For the past year I have been analyzing data from the Sisters' Survey
conducted two years ago by the Conference of Major Superiors of Women. This
data forms a major portion of the thesis I am writing through the sociology
department of Loyola University in Chicago. The final portion of this thesis
involves analysis of more recent data. In order to secure this data a special
process of sampling was initiated, and seventy-four Sisters from our cODaunity
were selected. Because of this special sampling method, it is important that
you complete the enclosed questionnaire. It \1rll probably take from thirty
to forty-five minutes to do this. If for some reason you are not able to
complete the questionnaire please return it to me so that the saaple of
Sisters can be adjusted.
I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the c0D1pleted
questionnaire. Because of deadlines which must be met, I would appreciate
your return by November 25.
Thank you, Sister, for giving your assistance to me, and hopefully to
the conaunity, by completing this questionnaire.
Sincerely,

Sister Judith Ann Wick
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INSTllUCTIONS

I
l

j

The purpose of this study is to measure the meanin,as of certain things to
various people by having them judge against a series of descriptive scales.
In taking this test, please make your judgt1ents on the basis of what these
things mean £2 you. On each page you will find a different concept to be
judged and beneath it a set of scales. You are to rate the concept on each
of these scales in order.
This is the way you are to use these scales: If you feel that the concept
at the tope of the page is very closelz related to one end of the scale, you
should place your check-mark as follows:
good

.• --- bad

X
Oll

good ___

:

X

bad

If you feel that the concept is guite cloaelz related to one or the other
end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check-mark as
follows:
good - - -

x

--- bad
OR

I

---

good _ _

bad

If the concept seems only slightly related to one aide as opposed to the
other side (but is not really neutral), then you should check as follows:
good ___

x

.

--- bad
OR

good ___

x

---

bad

The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of the
two ends of the scale seem most characteristic of the.thing you are judging.
If you consider the concept to be neutral on the scale, both sides of the
scale egually associated with the concept, or if the scale is c'?!Pletely
irrelevant, unrelated to the concept, then you should place your check•lllllrk
in the middle space:

good ___

x
130

--- bad
1.1

'I'

i
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IMPORTANT:

(1) place your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boundaries:
This

Not this

x

:X

-----

(2) Be certain to check every scale for every concept; do not omit any.
(3)

Do

not put more than one check-mark on a single scale.

sometimes you may feel as though you have had the same item before on the test.
This will not be the case. so do not look back and forth through the iteaas.
Do not try to remember how you checked similar items earlier in the teat.
Make each item a separate and independent judgment. Work at fairly high
speed through this test. Do not worry or puzzle over individual items. It
is your first impressions, the iraediate "feelings 11 about the items, that we
want. On the other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your
true impressions.
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The world today

.

fast

:

slow
large

small

-

dishonest

.•

-

brave

cow~rdly

-

sharp

dull
good

bad

active

passive

pleasant

unpleasant
strong

honest

••

:

weak

'Ihe Church today

small

slow

••

fast

large

J

honest

dishonest

cowardly

brave

•

sharp
bad

active

unpleasant
strong

.•

dull
good

.•

.

passive

:

pleasant
weak

r
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Communism
fast

a•ll

-----

slow·

large

--- : --brave ___ ., _

___ honest

dishonest

_cowardly

.• ---

sharp ___
bad

---

active

---

dull
- - - good

:

---

: _

passive

_ __ pleasant

unpleasant ___

strong ___

weak

Authority
f aat

8111&11

.•

dishonest

••

L

large

:

honest

.•

sharp
bad

:

active

:

strong

slow

cowardly

brave

unpleasant

.•

;

dull
good

:

:

passive
pleasant
weak

·~
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Viet Nam war
fast

:

el ow

small

:

large

dishonest

:

honest

-

brave

-

sharp
b•d

.

.•

cowardly

:

dull

-

good

passive

active

pleasant

unpleasant

-

strong

weak

Prayer
:

fast

;

large

s•ll
:

dishonest
brave
sharp
bad
active
unpleasant
strong

slow

:

.•

.•

.•

honest

:

cowardly
dull
good

passive

.• -- :

pleasant
weak

r
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Change

-

-

fast

slow

small

large

-

diahoneat
brave

honest
••

-

cowardly

-

sharp

-

bad
active

unpleasant

dull
good

-

-

-

passive
pleasant

-

strong

-

---

weak

Teaching in parochial schools
fast

slow

small

:

dishonest
brave
sharp
bad

:

_passive

active
unpleasant
strong

--- large
--- honest
--- cowardly
dull
--___ good

.

--- pleasant
--- weak

..
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Religious life today
fast

---

small

---

---

slow
large

--brave
---

dishonest

honest

!

cowardly

sharp _ __

---

bad _ _

dull

___ good

_ __ passive

active _ __

_ __ pleasant

unpleasant _ __

---

strong_

weak

Student dissent
fast

.

slow

sma.11

.•

large

dishonest

:

honest

brave

cowardly

.•

sharp

good

bad

active

passive

.•

unpleasant
strong

dull

-

pleasant
weak

r
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Tradition
fast

slow

small

large
honest

dishonest

.

brave

cowardly

sharp

dull

bad

good
passive

active
unpleasant

pleasant

.

strong

weak

Structure
fast
small
dishonest

slow

large
honest

brave

cowardly

sharp

dull

bad

good

active
unpleasant
strong

pasaive
pleasant
weak
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Inner City Apostolate
fast

slow

small

large

dishonest

honest

.

brave

cowardly

:

.

sharp

bad
active

.

unpleasant

••

.

dull

.•

good

passive
pleasant
weak

strong

Involvement
fast

.•

slow

large

small
dishonest

:

.•

;

honest

brave

cowardly

sharp

dull

bad

good

passive

active

pleasant

unpleasant
strong

••

weak

.
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M;yeelf
fast
small

••

dishonest

••

large

bad

honest

:

.•

brave
sharp

slow

••

:

:

dull

:

.

.

•

••

active
unpleasant

cowardly

good

passive
:

:

.

strong

:

pleasant
weak

M;y Father

.•

fast
small

slow

.•

honest

dishonest

.•

brave

sharp
bad
active
U».pl~asant

strong

large

.

.

cowardly

.

•

.•
:

.•

dull
good

.•

passive
pleasant
weak
I
!I
1
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M;y religious congregation (the Sisters of St. Francis)

fast
small

---

slow

--- .

large

--brave
--sharp _ __

dishonest

bad

--- honest
___ cowardly

---

dull

___ good

---

--unpleasant _ __
active

:

---

___ passive

___ pleasant

strong ___

--- weak

M;y local religious coununity (the sisters I live with)

fast

---

small

---

---

large

--- honest

--brave
---

dishonest

_cowardly

sharp _ __

--___ good
dull

bad

active
..mpl~asant

--___

strong ___

slow

___ passive

.

___ pleasant

--- weak
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Freedom
fast
small

---

slow

---

large

--brave
--sharp ___

dishonest

honest

-

dull

--active ___

good

bad

passive

:

unpleasant ___
strong ___

pleasant

.

weak

M;y

fast

cowardly

mother

.•

slow
:

small

large
honest

dishonest

cowardly

brave
sharp

:

dull

bad

:

good

active

.

passive

unpleasant

••

pleasant

strong

.

weak
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Black Power
fast

---

slow

--dishonest
--small

brave

large
honest

---

cowardly

sharp _ __

bad

:

---

--unpleasant ___
active

••

dull

••

good

••

passive

••

••

strong ___

pleasant
weak

Following Rules (in religious life)
slow

fast

.•

small
dishonest
brave
sharp

bad
active
unpleasant
strong

:

.

:

:

..

large

.

honest
cowardly

.•

dull

••

good

:

passive
pleasant

.•

weak

r
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In or·ier to provide the basic informtion Hated below, would you please
choose the response that applies to you and place its number on the blank?
1.
2.

3.

Your age now:

(1) under 20, (2) 21•30, (3) 31·40• (4) 41-.50
(5) 51-60 • (6) 61· 70, (7) 71-80, (8) over 80

1. _ __

The highest educational level you have attained since entering
religious life:
(1) Eighth grade or less
(S) Advanced training in per•
(2) Part high school
forming arts
(3) High school graduate
(6) Some college but not degree
(4) Technical or professional
(7) College graduate
schooling beyond high
(8) Master's degree or equivalent
school but no degree
(9) Doctoral degree or equivalent
2.
To which of the following groups do you consider your family to
have belonged while you were growing up?
(1) working class (2) upper class (3) lower class (4) aiddle class

---

3.

4.

What was the size of the town or city in which you were raised?
(1) a farm not a town (2) a town (3) a small to llediua city
(4) a large city (over SOOiQOO) (5) a suburb of a large city 4. ____~

5.

What is your present status in your religious order?
(1) Temporary profession
(4) Currently a superior for
(2) Perpetual profession, non•
the first time
superior (never a superior) (S) A superior now and formerly
(3) Former superior but not now a
S. _ __
superior

6.

What is your
(1) Teaching
(2) Teaching
grades
(3) Teaching
(4) Teaching
(5) Teaching

PIUNCIPAL WOK at the present time?
in the primary grades (6) Music teacher
in the 1nter11ediate
(7) Social work of any kind
(8) Student
in junior high
(9) Food service
in high school
(10) Nursing
in college
(11) Other (specify) - - - - - - 6.

7.

8.

What is the size of the religious cOlllllUnity in which you are
now living?
(1) 2-s (2) 6·10 (3) 11-20 (4) 21·30 (S) more than 30
What is the size of the town in which you are now servin«;?
(1) a farm not a town (2) a town (3) a small to medium city
(4) a large city (over .500,000) (S) a suburb of a large city

---

7. _ __

a.
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